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 But Seriously… 
 

This was always the dull spread at the 
beginning of each issue where the unfunny one 
in the boat would indulge himself because (a) he called himself 
the Editor* and (b) he, or rather his Mum, had supplied the 
Ribena and Mini Rolls. 

It was called ‘But Seriously…’ because the drummer turned 
singer turned where is he now?… oh Genesis have reformed… 
oh wow, good grief they must be ancient… anyways, that guy 
was called Phil and he had an album – ask someone what they 
used to be – entitled ‘But Seriously…’ and the Editor* liked it. 

That was the level of humour that we had to put up with, 
week after week, month after month. No wonder we didn’t last. 

* After “one unfortunate incident” he probably shouldn’t have 
been Editor, but he owned the Starwriter80. Here’s BS… 
 

30 (THIRTY) YEARS 
 

How the fuck did that happen? I mean, seriously, how has it 
been thirty years since 3MIAB made its Gay Meadow debut on 
March 26th 1991? We won 1-0, by the way. 

Much has happened in the intervening period, said the most 
bleedin’ obvious historian ever, to our country, our planet and the 
good ship submarine Tranmere Rovers Football Club. 

This issue, ten no less, has appeared thanks to Co-op wine 
and the ridiculous notion that the SWA – we were simply the 
Madrid lookalike upstarts in those days – would be interested in 
an outdated genre when nowadays you can get to Kevin Bacon 
in less clicks than it used to take to have your train ticket clipped. 

Nonetheless, here we are once more to titillate your fancy! 
 

NOSTALGIA 
 

It’s certainly been evident during the Covid-19 pandemic that 
there’s been a harking back to simpler times. Knitting has 
exploded, jigsaw puzzles have shoved their pieces back all over 
the dining room table (for those that still possess such a thing) 
and the search for the simpler times has seen lofts, sheds and 
garages being raided for mementoes of good times past. 

And here we are, with a mixture of the old – shamelessly 
reproduced from our archives – alongside some new 
contributions from the global SWA and supporters of other clubs 
that have crossed paths with us in recent times. 

 
MARTIN DECKER 

 

The tragic passing of season ticket holder and former 
chairman of the supporters’ association Martin Decker has cast a 
long shadow over this weekend’s trip to Wembley. A kind and 
caring man, he will be greatly missed by everyone. RIP. 
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BOARDROOM 
 

We have been blessed, since the bonkersness of Bruce 
Osterman – we were the trailblazer when it came to being 
owned by Yanks – to have had custodians inhabiting the 
boardroom who, by and large, have had the best interests of 
d’Rovers at heart. 

In PJ, aside from his flirtation with the Bluenoses, and the 
Palios’ – is the plural Paliosi, Paliosii, or Palioses? – we have 
been extremely fortunate to have avoided the pinstriped or 
cardigan and sock-free loafer brigade that has swept into the 
wooden-panelled higher echelons of many a club. 

After their fans’ behaviour in our home not once but twice, 
there are some Rovers supporters still celebrating the demise 
of Bury as heartily as they danced on our hallowed turf, but 
there but for the grace of which ever deity you follow go we too 
without the luck of having Nicola and Mark. 

They were criticised for their initial focus on putting capital 
into the lounges and developing the corporate side, but it has 
paid dividends, and now we have swanky lounges, new 
investors and a smart pitch to play on. And, crucially, they 
understood that Rovers would die without the fans re-engaging 
with the club, and they facilitated that. 

The current relationships seen in the tent are a testament to 
the Palios’ vision, supported by TROSC and the Trust. 

Now, if we could just sign another Aldo and Nevin… 
 

VAR 
 

Virtual Arsenalling Ridiculousness – why? Just WHY?? 
 

PPG 
 

Seriously? Don’t get me started on that shit for brains 
algorithm of absolute mathematical mayhem. Twats. 

 
AND SERIOUSLY… 

 

As we in football and the country at large slowly emerge 
from the Covid-19 pandemic, this is a time to reflect on 
ourselves, on our society and to enact change for the better. 

During the past year, we have seen NHS and care workers 
do an amazing job in the face of a catastrophic hidden deadly 
foe, alongside all those frontline staff who have kept the country 
moving and supplied. 

Unfortunately, we have also seen the ugly side – racism, 
homophobia, sexism – of society continue to rear its head. 

As we unlock and venture into a world where Covid-19 and 
its kind are managed through the brilliant scientists’ vaccines, I 
hope that we grasp this opportunity to create a more inclusive 
and friendly existence. Far-fetched fantasy? I hope not. 

 

Phil Moss         @philmoss5 
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John King - Mr Tranmere 
 

Phil Moss on THE Tranmere legend 
 

What more can be said about Kingy, Mr. 
Tranmere? We certainly wrote much about 
our most successful manager, even if some 
of it was less than flattering. 

Like all football fans, we were living the 
moment and, like all football fans, we 
questioned John’s team selections and 
tactics as we did before and after we wrote 
3MIAB. 

It’s only now, thirty years since our last 
appearance at the Twin Towers under 
Kingy, that you realise what a golden 
chapter we were lucky enough to live 
through. 

Go to Wembley twice a season, sure! Get 
promoted to the second tier and have three 
successive play-offs to reach the Prem? 
We’ll have some of that. 

It’s just such a shame that the “Deadly 
Submarine” never managed to get above 
periscope depth, because it would’ve made 
great viewing to have our gaffer on Match of 
the Day! 

Inspired by his friend, the late great Bill 
Shankly, Kingy loved a colourful phrase 
here and there, none more so than during 
the glorious 1990/91. 

  

 
 
 

Kingy’s magnificent statue at Prenton Park 
 

The season was like a voyage on a ship 
and the treasure is waiting for us on the 
beach, and if we paddle a bit harder, then 
we’ll have the nuts to put in the cupboard. 

The following season was even better, 
with the signing of John Aldridge. “Finding 
a striker is like going into a field looking for 

 

 mushrooms. Often there aren’t any, so 
when you see one, you make the most of it!” 

Kingy loved Aldo, we all did. He was 
John’s “gunslinger” and “El Cid. Even when 
he is dead, you could strap him to a trolley, 
wheel him to the back post, and he would 
still knock one in.” 

There were green bottles aplenty and 
the players were like “thoroughbred 
racehorses” who would go through “peaks 
and troughs” – well, Kingy did also describe 
the season like the Grand National! 

My favourite, though, is this beauty… 
“Some managers spend weeks on 

complicated tactical plans and formations. 
We just sign good players and let them 
play.” 

The brilliant teams John constructed 
between 1989 and 1995 took us on “a trip to 
the moon” and what a ride it was! 

 

IAN ST JOHN 1938 - 2021 
 

Saint had a distinguished playing career that 
included Liverpool’s revival under Shanks and a 
stint at Prenton Park, but his major contribution 
to Rovers was the nationwide airing he gave to 
the “Friday Night Favourites” on Saint & 
Greavsie every Saturday lunchtime. 

He put Tranmere firmly into the football 
nation’s conscience by raising our profile and 
growing our fanbase. Thank you, Ian. RIP 
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Tranmere Rovers Trust 
 

Chairman Ben Harrison provides an update on the Trust’s recent work 
 

Over recent years, the 
Tranmere Rovers Trust 
has developed a close 
relationship with the 
football club and has 
supported projects to 

enhance fans’ experiences, as well as 
working to support those in the local 
community. From ground improvements to 
the Fan Park, from food parcels to murals, 
the Trust endeavours to support the club 
and represent our growing number of Trust 
members. 

Although fans have only been able to 
attend two games at Prenton Park this 
season, we are thankful that our Trust 
membership has grown through our 
Standard, Life and 500 Club options; all of 
which help to fund our next projects and 
directly help the club. 

Through our 500 Club membership 
funds, we have been able to refurbish and 
enhance the Johnny King stand, ready for 
when fans can return. The King family were 
invited to Prenton Park to reopen the stand 
and view the mural of Johnny King himself, 
created by Paul Curtis. We are keen to 
continue with ground improvements this 
year, something that we are able to do 
thanks to our membership. 

 

  

 
 

 

  

Over recent years the Trust has: 
 

 • Run the Fan Park for home and away fans 
 • Commissioned the Johnny King statue 
 • Sited banners on the stadium 
 • Installed the main gates at Prenton Park 

 

We also continue to pack and deliver 
food parcels in the local area; something 
which we started at the beginning of the 
lockdown. As we continue to support the 
local community, we encourage anybody 
who might know of a friend, neighbour or 
fellow Tranmere fan who is struggling, to 
refer this person to us. The names are 
referred directly to us and a food parcel is 
packed and delivered, no questions asked. 

With our success on the pitch and 
fourth trip to Wembley in five years, our 
ongoing virtual Wembley ticket 
Crowdfunder not only enables the Trust 
and Club to continue with the delivery of 
food parcels, it also supports other 
Tranmere in the Community projects, 
including loneliness and mental health 
support, Alzheimer's awareness and others. 

The Trust would not be able to support 
the club and represent the fans without the 
loyalty and dedication of our members. To 
become a Trust member, refer somebody 
for a food parcel, or shop our Trust 
merchandise, please visit our website. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

www.crowdfunder.co.uk/tranmere-rovers-wembley-virtual-tickets 
 

www.tranmereroverstrust.co.uk 
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Steve Cooper 
 

Phil Moss remembers a vital contributor from the ’91 promotion team 
 

Coops made an immediate impression 
following his arrival from Barnsley in 
December 1990. 

Rovers were struggling upfront and 
Kingy sent for Steve to perk up the line. His 
debut in a dense fog at Prenton Park is 
memorable for a two-footed lunge that 
almost cleaned out the Reading ’keeper! I 
think he avoid a red because the ref couldn’t 
see the challenge in the ‘pea souper’!! 

Coops had an unusual style but always 
put a shift in and while it took him time to 
open his account for Rovers, the goals he 
scored towards the end of the season 
propelled Tranmere to Wembley and 
ultimately the (then) Second Division. 

At 3MIAB Towers, we instantly took a 
liking to this blond bomb who was hurtling 
all over the pitch and he quickly gained cult 

  

 
 
 
 

status! We even wore red felt fez hats to 
Wembley for the Leyland DAF Final, a game 
in which Coops became one of just ten 
Tranmere players to score (above right) 
under the Twin Towers Arch. 

A week later, one of my most abiding 
memories from beating Notlob was Coops 
attempting an audacious overhead strike at 

 goal, only to kick Steve Brown’s head 
instead of the ball. Not even a yellow! 

Coops left during the following season 
as Aldo hampered his chances, but he 
found success at Airdrieonians, where he’s 
a member of their hall of fame. 

Sadly, Steve passed away far too soon at 
his Yardley home in 2004, aged just 39. 
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London Calling 
 

Rob Morgan from the SouthernSWA talks everything capital 
 

With hindsight it seems such a 
wonderfully simple idea, but now no one 
can agree who came up with it first. 
Stretching back in time the capital city has 
always been a powerful pole of attraction for 
Wirral’s brightest and best, and also those 
needing to hotfoot it from home for other 
reasons. We brought down our accents and 
manners and to the southerners, our 
incomprehensible fanaticism for our 
football team. Then some bright spark came 
up with the notion of bringing down our 
great club and giving it a new home in the 
South. The question was, just how to go 
about this. 

For years, down in London, there had 
been some loose association of friends and 
fans, who sometimes more by luck than  

  

 
 
 

 

judgement managed to meet up on match 
days, have a pint, watch the game, and have 
a good old moan about how shit we were 
these days and if we weren’t careful, we’d 
end up playing non-league football soon. 
And in due course it came to pass. Our 
response was that it was time to get 
organised! We got a nice banner produced 
but this got nicked from a pub in Bromley. A 
stuttering start, not unlike Tranmere’s own 
in the National League. By 2017 though, we 
were up and running properly. The 
SouthernSWA was launched at a very well 
attended soiree in a Central London boozer. 
This was followed by an even more 
memorable night when we organised the TV 
screening of our famous 3-2 win away at 
Chester. We were ready! 

Our first invitation to the club seemed 
straightforward enough. Following a 1-1 
draw with Macclesfield at Moss Rose in the 
FA Trophy Semi-Final 1st leg, our first trip 
to Wembley since the League Cup Final of 
2000 appeared to be a done deal. However, 
defeat was snatched from the jaws of victory 
when we threw away the second leg at 
Prenton Park. Communications were fired 
up to Micky and the team who responded 
with six straight wins culminating in the 9-0 

 thumping of Solihull Moors. The 2017 
Wembley RSVP was finally returned on a 
wet and emotional May evening in 
Aldershot where we did all the hard work, 
followed by a stalemate second leg in 
Birkenhead. The Play-Off Final was a huge 
disappointment but the team had at least 
trodden the path to the big-arched 
amphitheatre for the first time in a 
generation. 

In the close season we took stock of the 
situation and agreed we needed to get 
leaner and fitter, and really push on to get 
our rightful place back in the Football 
League. The team responded ambiguously 
though, with a faltering start to the 2017-18 
season. Our hope of making it third time 
lucky, and topping the pile of teams 
including the likes of Gateshead, Guiseley 
and Maidenhead United, again began to 
look like a pipe-dream. However, a positive 
start to 2018 gave us renewed optimism. In 
the end though, we found it necessary to 
request the pleasure of the team’s 
appearance once again at the National 
Stadium. The revamped play-off process 
meant we only needed to play one match, at 
a packed out Prenton Park on a very warm 
May Saturday. 
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London Calling cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Record scorer Ian Muir at a SouthernSWA dinner 

 ringtone. Better results followed and by late 
March we’d unveiled our new secret 
weapon, the chant of ‘Tequila’! Now with 
wind and tropical alcohol fumes in our 
sails, we began to study our maps and 
charts. It was time to plot a course once 
more for the ‘big smoke’. The SouthernSWA 
again laid out the red carpet for our house 
guests and this time suggested stopping off 
to see our friends at Forest Green Rovers in 
the Play-Offs on the way down. This proved 
popular as a lot of people were starting to 
say they could now find their way to 
London with their eyes closed. After 

Despite attempts to get the match 
abandoned with massed squadrons of paper 
planes being chucked on the pitch from the 
Kop, we prevailed, after extra time, against 
a resilient Ebbsfleet United team and their 
200 or so proud supporters. It was coming 
home again, to London that is. Much has 
been written (a book in fact!) about the 
2018 Play-Off Final against Boreham Wood. 
Suffice to say, without ruining the punchline 
for anyone I hope, we won. Nors celebrated 
his winning goal by going on the piss for a 
week, and we all smiled at the thought of 
cozying up with our friends at the EFL once 
again. 

The return to League Two brought about 
heightened interest in the SouthernSWA. 
Our membership was growing and our 
Twitter following had pushed well into four 
figures. The opening months of the 2018-19 
season again brought comparisons with 
partially-filled drinking vessels, and there 
was sage talk of ‘consolidation’ after three 
years away from the big stage. January was 
a setback though, starting with a 7-0 
thrashing by Spurs and followed by further 
poor results. But our ambition was not 
diminished. We began to notice a 
determination creeping back into our game, 
and where initially the elders scoffed at the 
terrace chorus of ‘...two in a row’, no one 
could argue that it didn’t have a pleasant 

 119 minutes of nail-biting frustration 
Connor Jennings put himself in the right 
place at the right time to head home against 
Newport County, sending the faithful into 
euphoria and the team into League One. 

Our time in League One was shorter 
than any previous season as early in 2020 
the country juddered to a halt, stared open-
mouthed in disbelief, and looked for 
answers – as Rick Parry and the EFL 
endowed themselves with god-like powers 
and came up with a mathematical formula 
which would have stumped Carol 
Vorderman, and sent us packing, back to 
League Two. 

The current 2020-21 season has 
necessarily been almost totally hands-off 
but fear not! Behind the scenes the 
SouthernSWA has been paving the way for 
another Wembley mission. That will make 
it four appearances on the hallowed turf in 
under four years! The EFL Trophy Final 
would have been a fitting occasion for us to 
take a lap of honour. But this season is also 
far from over. Let’s hope we achieve 
automatic promotion come May. If not, it 
may once again be the SouthernSWA and 
London Calling. 
 

 @SouthernSWA1 
  

 @SouthernSWA 
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Rover & Out 
 

Adam Ford, one of the founding members of Rover & Out, poses a question… 
 

What’s the point of Rover & Out? We’re 
all Tranmere, aren’t we?  

Well, yes we are, so I want to share why 
I reckon even the straightest, most 
definitely-the-gender-that-they’ve-always-
been-called member of the Super White 
Army should learn to love its rainbow 
fringe. 

My first game at Prenton Park was the 
Ronnie Moore testimonial vs Everton. I was 
seven. Despite living in Seacombe, I only 
went to school with lads who wore red and 
blue shirts in PE. I first heard of the club 
even existing when they played at the  

  

 
 
 

Banner proudly displayed in the Johnny King Stand 
Wembley centenary festival, upsetting 
bigger clubs to reach the semi-finals against 
the odds. Something about life ‘against the 
odds’ appealed to me deeply. 

Johnny King got us promoted from the 
old Division Four in 1988-89, my first 
season. That was also the time that Thatcher 
got Section 28 passed, banning all councils 
from “the teaching in any maintained school 
of the acceptability of homosexuality as a 
pretended family relationship”. Being gay 
had been legal for twenty years, but it was 
now officially unacceptable. 

I was the only one in my school wearing 
the hallowed white. I also got called ‘gay’ on 
a daily basis for several years, though I 
hadn’t had a single such thought about a 
guy at the time. It marginalised me, but I 
was mostly okay being an outsider. Weren’t 
Tranmere outsiders? Wasn’t I proud of 
being Tranmere in a sea of red and blue? 

This is the thing: I grew up believing 
that it was ‘cool’ to support the mighty 
Rovers. Not cool as in popular or 
fashionable, but precisely because it wasn’t 
those things. If we’re honest though, many 
of the same taunts hurled at me in the 
playground were also directed at opposition 
players who tumbled theatrically under a 
‘soft’ Dave Higgins challenge, or sometimes 
even at Pat Nevin on a rare off day, because, 
well...he was unique. I fucking loved Pat 
Nevin.  

 It wasn’t even something I had to 
consider back then - I was a boy who liked 
girls. But no one could have been out at 
Prenton Park in those days… 

Society has progressed a lot for LGBT+ 
people since those times. It’s now illegal to 
discriminate against us. Any adult can 
marry any adult who wants them. Trans 
people can get more official recognition. 
Being ‘out’ is much more acceptable in 
many circles. Is football one of them? 

Well, in the men’s game, we haven’t had 
an out player since Justin Fashanu, and he 
made that announcement in 1990. 
Homophobic abuse is still sometimes heard 
at all teams’ matches, and it was infamously 
aimed at Wycombe keeper Ryan Allsop at 
Prenton Park just eighteen months back. 
Morecambe’s Yann Songo’o got sent off six 
weeks ago for allegedly using the word 
“faggot” as an insult to a Tranmere player. 

Was I personally offended by those 
things? Maybe, in the sense that I just don’t 
get why suggesting you fancy and have 
relationships with people is an insult at all. 
If an opposition goalie is doing your head 
in, shout something more imaginative and 
cutting! And calling someone gay is a really 
stupid way to get a red card and lose your 
team a six-pointer! 

But some LGBT+ do feel alienated from 
football, so they stop coming. Or maybe 
they never begin. 
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Rover & Out cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Tranmere’s Kieron Morris shows his support 
with the Rover & Out scarf 

 Rover & Out have done so many 
brilliant things in the three short years of 
our existence. We have: attended Liverpool 
Pride twice, represented the club at 
Wembley LGBT+ events twice, introduced 
an SWA buddy system, formed our own 
football team, got a rainbow banner hung in 
the stadium, and spread the word through 
three social media accounts. 

All of this has benefitted the club in one 
way or another, and contributed to a 
culture where LGBT+ SWA feel more 
confident to go the game, hand over some 
hard-earned cash, and sing their hearts out 
for the lads. The more people who do that – 
of whatever gender identity or sexual 
orientation – the better for Tranmere 
Rovers. 

When Rover & Out started up, we heard 
from a lot of people in that situation. But 
there is strength in numbers, and pre-Covid, 
Rover & Out people and allies would meet 
up before the game, have a drink in the tent, 
have a chat, talk about the team news when 
it came up on our phones, just like anyone 
else does. Contrary to what some believe 
though, we’re not ‘snowflakes’. We have a 
laugh about ourselves more than anything. 
Like everyone, we enjoy being around 
people who we have a lot in common with. 

 And speaking personally, my time with 
Rover & Out has coincided with me sorting 
things in my own mind. I’m pansexual 
(attracted to some people of all genders), 
and I’m polyamorous (I date more than one 
person at a time, with everyone knowing 
about it). Most importantly, I’m Tranmere 
’til I die. 
 

 @RoverandOut 
  

 @RoverandOutgroup 
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Not From The Press Box Revisited - Feb 1992 
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The Table 2019-20 
 

When we shamelessly stole the ‘Dick Hackhead Table’ from the Liverpool fanzine Through 
The Wind and Rain, we did so because Tranmere were such an attacking force, with 40-goal 
gunslinger John Aldridge netting game after game on his way to equalling Bunny Bell’s one-
season goalscoring record. 

It was calculated using a [copied] formula that awarded bonus points for scoring goals, 
especially away from home, and we used it to push Rovers further up the table. 

This time, using a new and extremely subtle title change, we’ve chucked away any pretence 
of mathematics and have instead cheated in an alphabetically shithousery manner, which is 
obviously nonsense, to stick it to the EFL (English Fundamentalistic League) regarding last 
season’s ‘relegation’. 

 
  Pld W D L GF GA Pts  Orig 

1. Burton Albion 35 12 12 11 50 50 48  12. 
2. Blackpool 35 11 12 12 44 43 45  13. 
3. Coventry City 34 18 13 3 48 30 67  1. 
4. Lincoln City 35 12 6 17 44 46 42  16. 
5. MK Dons 35 10 7 18 36 47 37  19. 
6. Gillingham 35 12 15 8 42 34 51  10. 
7. Portsmouth 35 17 9 9 53 36 60  5. 
8. Rochdale 34 10 6 18 39 57 36  18. 
9. Bristol Rovers 35 12 9 14 38 49 45  14. 

10. Doncaster Rovers 34 15 9 10 51 33 54  9. 
11. Tranmere Rovers 34 8 8 18 36 60 32  21. 
12. Accrington Stanley 35 10 10 15 47 53 40  17. 
13. Sunderland 36 16 11 9 48 32 59  8. 
14. Fleetwood Town 35 16 12 7 51 38 60  6. 
15. Ipswich Town 36 14 10 12 46 36 52  11. 
16. Shrewsbury Town 34 10 11 13 31 42 41  15. 
17. Oxford United 35 17 9 9 61 37 60  4. 
18. Peterborough United 35 17 8 10 68 40 59  7. 
19. Rotherham United 35 18 8 9 61 38 62  2. 
20. Southend United 35 4 7 24 39 85 19  22. 
21. Bolton Wanderers 34 5 11 18 27 66 14  23. 
22. Wycombe Wanderers 34 17 8 9 45 40 59  3. 
23. AFC Wimbledon 35 8 11 16 39 52 35  20. 

 

 
Unfortunately for Richard Nicholas Parry, Rovers finish a comfortable mid-table and 

rightly start the 2020-21 season in League One. 
Unlike Notlob, who get relegated again, and are joined by Wycombe, who shamelessly put 

all their non-football staff on furlough, voted for PPG and then got fucking promoted via the 
play-offs, and Wimbledon, who just looked after their pointy-nosed selves after escaping (like 
we would’ve done last season) in 2018-19. Litter off! 

Sorry we couldn’t keep Saarrffend relegated, nor relegate the Plastic Wombles, but we 
tried our best… 
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Nicola & Mark’s Book Club 
 

Unfortunately, the Palios’ were unavailable, so we stepped in… 
 

Here we are in the Boardroom* at 
Prenton Park, but there’s nothing boring 
about what we’re up to, although the 
younger generation might not understand 
what we’re about to talk about. Books. Two, 
to be precise.              *We’re not obviously… 

We’re joined by journalist, podcaster 
and general Tranmere aficionado Matt 
Jones to talk about his most recent book, 
plus he wrote another one as well. 

As Matt rightly says, “Tranmere rarely 
have dull seasons. Time and again, year 
after year, they get to the business end of 
the campaign and are either fighting for 
promotion or battling against relegation. 

“This was none more so evident than the 
period between 2009 and 2019, when 
Rovers got relegated twice, missed out on a 
place in the play-offs on the final day twice 
and reached three Wembley finals, winning 
two of them.” 

Riding the Rover Coaster is Matt’s story 
of that tumultuous period in Rovers’ history 
and features interviews with no less than 16 
key figures during that time. 

  

 
 
 

“My time with Tranmere has been an 
absolute roller coaster,” explains Steve 
Jennings rather aptly in the book. The 
midfielder was involved in five of those 
events listed above. “Now the club are back 
in the Football League, I can bring my head 
above water, having gone through the 
embarrassment of what happened.” 

Matt perfectly tells the story of how and 
why Tranmere sunk from League One 
promotion challengers to National League 
obscurity, before returning to the third tier 
with back-to-back promotions. 

“The management off the field had been 
a major part of the downfall,” argues Shaun 
Garnett of the club’s demise. “Unless we 
stopped the rot, it was going to sink. I really 
believe that. 

“Without Mark or Nicola Palios, or 
somebody else, the club could have ended 
up as another Stockport, down in the 
National League North.” 

 Matt was delighted to speak with 
Garnett as he too was attached to Tranmere 
for a significant portion of that up and 
down decade. He had the perfect seat to 
watch the horror show unfold and is able to 
detail why things went so horribly wrong. 

The former defender’s insight sits 
alongside lengthy conversations that Matt 
held with Mark Palios, Micky Mellon, Les 
Parry, Wembley 2019 goal hero Connor 
Jennings and, in a rare and exclusive 
interview, former owner Peter Johnson, 
who candidly admits: “I have one regret. 
It’s well documented where I went to for a 
few years. I think if I hadn’t gone there, 
Tranmere might have got into the 
Premiership.” 

No shit! Maybe there’s a fantasy ‘sliding 
doors’ book to be penned where Tranmere 
get promoted, the Bluenoses relegated and 
no one asks questions about any air 
conditioning units whatsoever…? 
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Nicola & Mark’s Book Club cont. 
 

Nope, they’re still not here… 
 

 

 
 

 

 Anyways, we digress and better finish 
off talking about the book. 

The culmination of Rover Coaster is the 
euphoria of the 2019 Play-Off Final win 
over Newport, courtesy of Jennings’ header, 
and the book perfectly encapsulates 
everything that we, as Tranmere fans, 
endured and suffered, finishing in that 
huge last minute release at Wembley. 

Back Where We Belong, Matt’s previous 
book, plots a chronological path through 
our non-league wilderness years, again 
through a series of interviews with, 
amongst others, the hero of promotion 
party weeks James Norwood. 

As Covid-19 restrictions start to ease 
and attentions turn to sitting somewhere 
other than on our own couch, why not treat 
yourselves to a couple of summer reads to 
get you in the mood for being back at the 
game in 2021-22? 

To order, for a cut-price tenner and 
eight quid respectively, head to Matt’s site: 

 

www.mattjones90.wordpress.com 
   

 
 

 

Gary Brabin’s Generation Game 
 

You win a 2020/21 season ticket if you found all these items on the conveyor belt… 
 

• Richie Tierney’s tie-clip mic 
• Jim Rockford’s files 
• 42 
• Rick Parry’s unfeasibly large ego hat 
• A Dave Challinor long throw 
• The Rover kennel from 1991 
• Adam Siddorn’s only plain shirt 
• VAR 
• A tent fit for a car park 
• Micky Mellon’s Wembley watch 
• A teasmade 
• Peter Bishop’s fishing tackle 
• The Kop ‘mosaic’ vs Ebbsfleet 

• A lukewarm burger 
• James Norwood’s parking tickets 
• Walking stick for hitting a goalkeeper’s arse 
• Leyland DAF Trophy 
• A cuddly toy 
• The sweet trolley from the Riverhill 
• Ballboys sanitisers 
• Knock-off Tranmear Wembley flags/scarves 
• Jay Spearing changing a lightbulb 
• Prenton Park grass clippings 
• Dave Watson’s managerial career 
• A lamp 
• Tranmere shirt with an embroidered badge 
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Tales from the Fjords 
 

Eirik Fjeld talks of his love for Tranmere from his home in Skien, Norway 
 

Long distance relationships are well and 
truly difficult! But when it comes to 
supporting Tranmere from the other side of 
the North Sea, it has been dead easy. Not 
fun all the time, but still easy. My friends 
support the big teams, and many a person 
have laughed at my choice of team. 
Although, did I choose? Or did the team 
choose me?? I don’t know really, but my 
older brother told me that he supported 
Tranmere when I asked him what team he 
followed in the then 1st division, way back 
in 1994. Since then, I have been a ‘White’. 
And my brother, you wonder?? Nope, he 
was – and is – a QPR fan. So, he did fool 

  

 
 
 

Tranmere Vikings, with Eirik centre (standing) 

me, big time, back in 1994. 
My first memory of supporting Rovers is 

from, maybe, October 1994. I remember I 
had a look at the games played earlier in the 
season, and found out that we’d won away 
at Middlesbrough, a team that was quite 
good at Championship Manager that 
season! And my favourite player became the 
one and only Aldo. He was the most known 
player, and a lot of my Norwegian friends 
had heard about him. So that was my 
starter, when I told friends about Rovers. 
That season, I remember us trashing 
Barnsley and Derby at home. And the 
disappointment not making Wembley in the 
play-offs. 

I became obsessed with Rovers. Back 
then, the internet was nothing. I had a 
subscription to the Football Echo to get 
news (old news) on MY football club. Later, 
when my brother studied at university, and 
before we got internet at home, he printed 
out news about Rovers, and handed them to 
me when he came back. 😊 Times change!! I 
used them to write the Norwegian fanzine, 
which I took over from another Norwegian 
guy. ‘Come On You Rovers’, it was called. I 
ran that for 2 years, publishing fanzines to 
the 40+ Rovers’ supporters in Norway. 

My first game was in October 1997, 
home to Charlton. I remember everything 
about the game. It was such an excitement 

 to be at Prenton Park the first time. It 
ended 2-2 in front of 5,911 supporters, Lee 
Jones and Graham Branch on the 
scoresheet. After the game I shook hands 
with Aldo in the manager’s room inside the 
stand. It was such a joyful experience for a 
16-year-old kid! 

When I got married, my best man said 
in his speech that every Saturday evening, 
he would first look for the Tranmere result. 
Had we won, he called right away. If it was 
a draw, he would wait a bit, but had we lost, 
he would never call… such was my 
engagement for the team. 

Strangely, whenever I have watched 
Rovers from the stands, I can more easily 
accept a defeat than being at home just 
watching the ongoing results, listening in to 
the radio or watching them on the telly. 

My second time watching Rovers was at 
Wembley. Me and my brother travelled 
over to see Rovers at the old Twin Towers. 
It was magnificent to be at Wembley, 
although the game didn’t go as we hoped 
for. Being there with 30,000 other 
supporters, supporting the same team as 
me, was incredible! I do support a small 
team. All my friends support the big teams. 
But this live experience, I had alone. I could 
brag about seeing MY small team at 
Wembley. My friends only watched their 
teams on telly… 
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Tales from the Fjords cont. 
 

 
 

From 2000 and the following five 
seasons, I probably had 2-3 trips every year, 
watching Rovers many times at Prenton 
Park, but also following them on the road at 
different places, like Bristol City (we took a 
hiding there as usual…), Oldham, Brentford 
and Reading. At Reading we lost 4-1, with 
Price getting the goal, but that game was 
remembered for something else. Me and 
Phil Moss had VIP tickets, but wasn’t 
allowed into the VIP, but had to settle for 
the 2nd VIP-area. Why? We didn’t wear 
ties… As you may know, the etiquette 

  

 
 
 

Eirik and his eldest son at Prenton Park… 

in these VIP-areas is quite different from 
the normal stands. Just applaud, don’t 
cheer, sing or celebrate when your team 
scores. Did I manage that when Price 
netted?? Nope, far from it. I think Phil 
dragged me down as quick as he could. It 
was funny, with Lorraine Rogers watching 
us. 😊 

In 2006-07 me and my wife moved to 
Liverpool. I bought a season ticket. I can 
still remember the feeling getting that book 
in the post! It was just amazing!! I followed 
the Rovers at home and away and I also 
played for the supporters’ team. It was such 
a fun year and I made a lot of good friends, 
which I still keep in touch with to this day. 

From 2011 until 2015, I supported the 
club, but wasn’t that much into the team as 
I used to be. The club became poorer and 
poorer and relegations loomed for many 
years, until we were suddenly out of the 
league. But after the relegation to the 
National League, something strange 
happened, and my long-distance 
relationship blossomed once again. We 
started to win, we had several exciting 
players to watch, and the whole team, 
coaching staff and owners were positive 
again! 

Fast forward to May 2017, my oldest lad 
and I booked flights for London and tickets 
to the Play-Off Final at Wembley. What a 
day this was going to be!! Until Tranmere 

 just didn’t turn up on the day, got beat 3-1 
and then had to start all over again the next 
season… 

The year after, I had to sit in my living 
room back home to watch Rovers do the 
unthinkable at Wembley. And when we 
played Newport, I was again watching from 
the stands at the mighty Wembley, along 
with several other Norwegian members of 
the SWA. It still gives me goosebumps 
thinking of Caprice’s cross and Jennings’ 
header!! 

My last adventure before we all went 
into lockdown was the magic of the FA Cup. 
My lad and I travelled to Watford, getting 
to watch the amazing tie there. From being 
3-0 down at half time to be on the top of the 
world at full time. Oh, and of course having 
VAR as your 12th man! 

So, 27-odd years following the Whites 
has been amazing. In fact, my parents, my 
brother, my two sisters, my wife and my 
kids have been at PP. Not bad, eh?? 

Supporting Rovers from afar has been 
and still is the right thing. I couldn’t think 
of supporting another team. I liked being 
different. And I still like that bit. But the 
amount of money ruling the game 
nowadays is just ridiculous. Thankfully, by 
supporting Rovers, I can sort of stand on 
the outside, criticising that part of the 
football world. 
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Tales from the Fjords cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

…and at Vicarage Road 
 

 Prenton Park South in the last three 
decades. 

And would any of us think 4 years back 
that we were going to play our fourth time 
at Wembley come March 2021?? 

It is tough supporting Rovers when it 
comes to success, but hey, that record is not 
bad at all! Let’s all hope that we can lift the 
pizza trophy as well. We really should call 
Stephen Frail, so he is ready to come on at 
any time, no matter what the 
circumstances!! 😊 
 

 

 
 
 

Eirik, Rakel and the kids at Prenton Park 

It just seems more right to support a 
team that I can relate to much more, rather 
than a Premier League team. 

If we ever got promoted to the PL, I 
certainly hope that Rovers won’t stop 
contributing in the local community or 
being a family club. Those parts are far 
more important than kicking a ball. 

But here we are at Wembley once again! 
We’ve got quite a few appearances at 
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Daily Fake Sports News incorporating Not From The Press Box 
 

DFSN brings you the Road to Wembley, if you can contain the excrement excitement… 
 
Sept 8 2020 Port Vale 0 Tranmere 0     Port Vale ‘won’ 4-3 on penalties 
Atmosphere: -5    Ground: like a wasp    Botheredness: not arsed 
 

Northern Rail Group D of the Uncle Jim’s Pizza Cup started with late arrivals, not confirmed, 
and both teams gained an opening point from the game. However, because this 
competition has morphed into some weird American-styled Hawaiian hot, and yes with 
fucking pineapple, Rovers were required to participate in their second consecutive penalty 
shootout. We lost this one too, so the hosts gained an extra point. Marvellous. 
 
Sept 29 2020 Tranmere 3 Liverpool 2 
Atmosphere: 2    Ground: home of LFC Ladies as was   Botheredness: mildly amused 
 

The reigning English champions and FIFATM world champions crossed the Mersey with Ben 
Woodburn – remember him? TRFC described him as “former Oxford United man”! – and 
Van Den Berg in the side, while still-in-charge Mike Jackson shuffled his Domino’s. A tedious 
waste of an evening exploded into life after the break when they went in front, Vaughanie 
scored twice in a minute off the bench, and, after another equaliser, the lesser-spotted 
Stefan Payne netted the winner. Four points. Scenes. 
 
Nov 11 2020 Tranmere 2 Wigan 2     Tranmere ‘won’ 3-1 on penalties 
Atmosphere: dark   Ground: floodlit   Botheredness: happy for Mister Murphy 
 

Absolutely ridiculous evening for Joe Murphy, who made countless impressive saves – two 
incredible in the ninety – and then saved the last three Wigan spot kicks in the shootout as 
Rovers took the visitor’s place in the knockout stages of the Pizza Cup. Heartbreak for the 
visitors who had to make do with promises of a return to their utterly abysmal league 
campaign as their battered bus crawled away into the night air. 
 

 Northern Group D 
  Pld W D L GF GA Pizzas 
1. Port Vale 3 2 1 0 7 3 8 
2. Tranmere 3 1 2 0 5 4 6 
3. Wigan Athletic 3 1 1 1 9 6 4 
4. Liverpool U21 3 0 0 3 5 13 0 

 

 
So plucky Tranmere had made it out of the group of shite train travel. Onto the knockout 
stages of who’s got the crispy-est crust… or is it the crusty-est crisp? 
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Daily Fake Sports News incorporating Not From The Press Box 
 

DFSN brings you the other stages on the Road to Wembley, if you’re still awake… 
 
Dec 8 2020 Tranmere 2 Man City 1 
Atmosphere: moist   Ground: the correct blue   Botheredness: c ya later Pep(‘s U21 coach) 
 

The Round of 32, or whatever this round is called, dragged the City of Manchester down the 
M56 and up the M53 and they departed with one competition less on their menu. Sure, 
they’ll say they’ve got the Prem sown up, likely the Milk-Littlewoods-Rumbelows-Coke-
Worthingtons-Carling-CapitalOne-Carabao Cup against Maureen’s men, and probably the 
FA You-Can’t-Fly-to-the-Emirates Cup, which just leaves UEFA’s Old Big Ears to miss. Again. 
 
Jan 13 2021 Tranmere 4 Leicester 2  
Atmosphere: 5   Ground: familiar   Botheredness: ‘ave it! 
 

A pulsating smorgasbord of toppings was witnessed in this Round of 16 tie by three men, 
two women, a dog and the ever-present floodlights. Four goals by the interval, when 
complimentary garlic bread was served, and a couple more before the hour, and then that 
was that, apart from Paul Lewis’ shot smashing the Foxes’ Darragh O’Connor’s face all over 
the place. Quarter finals and who could we possibly draw next?… 
 
Feb 2 2021 Tranmere 2 Peterborough 1 
Atmosphere: buzzin’   Ground: same old same old   Botheredness: daring to dream 
 

Of course, the pizza slices, or whatever they use to make the draw in this ‘competition’, 
were as hot as a spicy topping with extra spices added and Peterborough came out of the 
hat/oven for Rovers. If we keep on meeting like this, we might as well get our very own 
cutter. Posh had battered Portsmouth, current holders (2019) and finalists (2020 but played 
yesterday), to reach the quarter final, but they were no match for a rampant rabbit 
performance from the home side, with Christy Pym unable to stop Rovers reaching the 
semis. Great name that. 
 
Feb 16 2021 Oxford 0 Tranmere 2 
Atmosphere: vaccinated   Ground: you’ve missed a bit   Botheredness: fucking get in! 
 

Unlucky Taylor lad! Oxford’s Matt stole this particular show by hitting the post and the bar 
within a minute, all after smashing a penalty so high and wide it nearly knocked NASA’s new 
Mars rover off course. Birkenhead’s Rover[s], meanwhile, was destined for the Twin Towers 
Arch once again thanks to a brilliant gloved display from Scotty Davies and fine finishes 
from Woolery and Morris. Four times in five seasons – time to get the Oystercards out 
and… ah shite, ya Covid bastard. Best order a home delivery then… 
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Andy Townsend’s Tactics Truck 
 

3MIAB takes over itv’s old parked-up truck and ‘welcomes’ an old face… 
 
3MIAB: Today we’re joined in the ‘Truck’ by 
ex-footballer and still a Wirral resident 
John Charles Bryan Barnes. 
JOHN BARNES: Talented ex-footballer. 
3MIAB: Fine. You were decent for Watford 
and England. Once. 
Anyways, Tranmere are back at Wembley 
for yet another cup final and we, stupidly, 
thought we’d invite you into the shed of 
tactical fun to get your take on how Rovers 
should line up under the Arch. 
JB: Obviously it’s a great achievement for 
Tranmere to reach Wembley for the first 
time since my mate and fellow rapper Aldo 
got them to the 2000 League Cup Final... 
3MIAB: Err, this is our fourth time there in 
the last five seasons. 
JB: Well, it’s still a great achievement for 
such a small club. 
3MIAB: Okay, enough of this bullshit; let’s 
look at your team and formation... 
OMG what the actual fuck is that? 
JB: I call it the Anfield Rap. It starts slow but 
builds forward into an exhilarating climax. 
3MIAB: More like the Anfield Crap there, 
lad. What’s going on at the back? 

 

 
JB: You start with playing two rush goalies, 
that way you can quickly attack, plus you 
get their height advantage at corners. 
3MIAB: Have you seen the size of them? 
JB: Next, you’ll see there’s no centre-backs, 
but a fluid formation of full-backs. 
3MIAB: Pass me that bottle... 
JB: Then we have the fulcrum of the team, 
Lloyd patrolling the middle of the park. 
3MIAB: Jeez... where the fuck is Jay 
Spearing? 
JB: Don’t worry, he’s out there, the target 
man, the focal point of the attack. 
3MIAB: Err… he’s like four foot tall. Or 
should that be four foot short? In any case, 
that’s not going to work. He’s not Shearer. 
JB: Trust me, I’ve done this on 
Championship Manager and… 
3MIAB: I guess that’s what you and Trigger 
used way back when, then? 

 JB: Spearing is flanked by Blackett-Taylor 
and Woolery, to add some pace and 
Digger-like trickery. 
3MIAB: At last, a couple of lads in their 
kinda correct positions. 
JB: Finally, the guys on the wings who will 
create chance after chance, Ray George 
and Peter Clarke. 
3MIAB: Firstly, it’s George Ray, secondly 
Clarkie is as old as you, and thirdly, you’re 
out of your mind. They’re centre-backs. 
Time to get you back on Sky Sports News 
where you can do less damage. 
JB: My team would beat Sunderland, no 
problem. Or we could play 4-2-2-2 again... 
3MIAB: Did you ever figure out how to get 
McAteer’s bike in your boot? 
JB: When I do my thing, the crowd go 
bananas. 
3MIAB: Oh, do fuck off… 
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WELCOME TO WEMBLEY 
 

 TIMETABLE 
 

This is the bit when someone from the FA, or 
the EFL, or the sponsor, or someone who’s 
been dragged off the street in HA9 0AA, writes 
some platitudes of welcome to the masses who 
have paid through the nose to attend this 
fixture. 

However, due to Covid-19, everyone’s 
isolating without a computer, so this is written 
by a kid who hacked into the EFL’s systems on 
his lunchbreak... 

Hi! You okay? 
It was pretty easy accessing the system, to 

be honest, once I’d guessed that Rick Parry’s 
password was FuCkTranMere2020! 

Anyways, well done to Sunderland and 
Tranmere Rovers for getting through the 
tedium of a competition hugely diminished by 
allowing Prem and Champ clubs to field their 
kiddie teams in the competition. 

Enjoy the day, albeit stuck at home watching 
iFollow buffering the afternoon away... 
 

Donny Trimp 

 1.15pm Gates open remain closed 
  

1.55pm Final check for ‘broadcasters’ 
  

2.05pm Live feed goes ...erm... live 
  

2.07pm Live feed is hacked 
  

2.23pm Live feed resumes, just in time... 
  

2.25pm Who can eat pizza fast challenge? 
  

2.29pm Ambulances called 
  

2.31pm Teams emerge from bubbles 
  

2.32pm Warm-ups 
  

2.53pm Teams walk out to no one 
  

2.55pm Players introduced to a garlic 
  

3.01pm Phweep! Game starts, half-arsedly 
  

4.10pm Phweep! Second half of ‘it’ occurs 
  

5.05pm Pizza awarded to the winners 
 

 
Image reproduced courtesy of Tim Callaghan - www.timcallaghan.com 
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SUNDERLAND PLAYER PROFILES 
   

Editor’s note: These ‘pen pics’ are normally supplied by 
the clubs, but I forgot to email them in time, so some 
information may be open to interpretation. 
 
1. Lee BURGE 
Sent to Coventry to start his career and even 
Nuneaton. Got smacked with the puck while 
watching Coventry Blaze in 2018. Standard. 
 

20. Remi MATTHEWS 
Shot-stopper who hails from Gorleston, Norfolk, 
now famous for AwayDays’ Ellis Platten. Successive 
relegations with Bolton, 2019 & 2020. Nice. 
 

2. Connor McLAUGHLIN 
Irish international of the Northern variety, as is his 
younger brother Ryan. Enjoyed his time at Fleetwood. 
 

3. Tom FLANAGAN 
Started his career with the Fake Wombles and played 
here two years ago when Sunderland lost. Also, an 
Irish Northern international. 
 

4. Jordan WILLIS 
Another one who started with Coventry, wherever 
they were playing at the time, and won this Trophy in 
2017 as their captain. Wants another medal. 
 

5. Bailey WRIGHT 
Australian international began his career with 
Langwarrin, Mornington and Dandendong Thunder. 
Honestly. Go Dong Thunder! 
 

13. Luke O’NIEN 
O’Never plays “anywhere, everywhere” apparently 
and is a fans’ favourite. Luke wasn’t a favourite at 
Fratton Park in May 2019 – “They [Pompey fans] had 
a few digs at me, but that’s just football.” 
 

16. Dion SANDERSON 
On-loan wolf from the old gold. How is that a colour? 
Surely you’d polish it, give it a bit of a buff. 
 

19. Arbenit XHEMAJLI 
Kosovan international. Injured. Won’t play. 
 

25. Callum McFADZEAN 
Celebrated promotion at Prenton Park with Bury in 
2019. That’ll please the SWA. 
 

30. Jake VOKINS 
Saint Jake is on-loan from St Mary’s. It’s his 21st 
birthday on Wednesday. Which is nice. 
 

33. Denver HUME 
Sounds like the perfect name for an American 
politician, but Denver is instead a defender with “pace 
in abundance”. 

 6. Max POWER 
Birkenhead-born Maxie made over 100 appearances 
for Tranmere but left in the wake of Rovers’ 2015 
relegation to non-league. Has the ability to turn the 
final against his boyhood club. Awkward. 
 

7. Chris MAGUIRE 
Played here in two Trophy finals – 2016, 2017 – for 
Oxford United. Lost them both. Tranmere fans are 
looking for the hat-trick this afternoon. 
 

11. Lyden GOOCH 
Uncle Sam international whose father is a “soccer 
coach”, whatever that is, and brother Darshan is a 
professional surfer. 
 

14. Josh SCOWEN 
Won this Trophy in 2016 with Barnsley, against 
current teammate Maguire, and wants another medal. 
Won here in the Play-Off Final that season as well. 
 

21. Jack DIAMOND 
Academy graduate who scored here last season while 
on-loan at Harrogate, gaining them promotion to the 
League for the first time. They want him back.  
 

23. Grant LEADBETTER 
Started with Sunderland, left for Ipswich and 
Middlesbrough, before returning in time to lose the 
Trophy final two years ago. 
 

26. Carl WINCHESTER 
Joined a couple of months ago from Forest Green, 
after spells with Oldham and Cheltenham. Signed. 
 

27. Jordan JONES 
On-loan from newly champion Rangers. Gerrard 
suspended him in Nov 2020 after he breached Covid 
regulations and went to a party. No title medal. 
 

28. Aiden McGEADY 
Scottish-born Eire international won the domestic lot 
with Celtic before leaving for Spartak Moscow and 
then Everton. Lost here two years ago. 
 

9. Charlie WYKE 
Until this season was a four-hundred-grand flop 
signing in 2018. Suddenly he’s scoring for fun and has 
over 20 already, including 5 in the Trophy. Threat. 
 

10. Aiden O’BRIEN 
Another Millwall stalwart in today’s final, who won 
here to get the Lions promoted from League One in 
2017. Likes a Guinness. Probably. 
 

31. Ross STEWART 
Ross arrived from Ross County in Jan 2021, which 
led to the departure of Will Grigg. Extinguished. 
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SUNDERLAND AFC & 
   

Today marks the tenth, at least, appearance at 
Wembley for both Sunderland and Tranmere 
Rovers, but one of today’s finalists tends to 
enjoy the occasion much more than the other. 

Sunderland have just two victories to their 
name here, both under the Twin Towers, 
whereas Rovers have four wins and, as the 
Fourth Division darlings of the centenary 
tournament, you could almost count that 
weekend as a fifth, certainly a four and a half! 

The Roker Boys made their first appearance 
here 84 years ago, in their second FA Cup Final 
(their first, in 1913, was played at Crystal 
Palace) and their next visit was, by an 
interesting mathematical lunar twist, in 1973, 
when they reached the FA Cup Final again, and 
won it, again. 

No one outside Wearside fancied 
Sunderland to beat the all-conquering Leeds 
team, but a strike from Ian Porterfield and an 
equally memorable piece of David Coleman 
commentary saw the then-Second Division (for 
younger readers, that’s the Championship) side 
deservedly win the Cup again. 

 They should’ve quit while they were ahead 
because since then it’s been seven successive 
defeats for the team that now resides at the 
Stadium of Light. 

Twelve years passed before the red and 
white stripes descended south to fill Trafalgar 
Square with most definitely not Cockney 
accents and make full use of the fountains! 

The League Cup had morphed into the Milk 
Cup through the first such sponsorship deal in 
English football, with the traditional three-
handled trophy making way for a modern sleek 
representation of a milk bottle (again, for 
younger readers, milk used to be delivered 
every morning by a milkman, who would leave 
pint bottles on the doorstep, and amazingly 
most didn’t get nicked). 

On the day, it was the Canaries who sang 
loudest to snatch the milk, but it was a 
bittersweet victory as both Norwich and 
Sunderland were relegated from the First 
Division (again, now the Premier League) at the 
end of the season. 

Three years later, Sunderland qualified for 
the Football League’s Centenary Tournament, 
also known as the Mercantile Credit Football 
Festival, which was held over a weekend in 
April 1988. Sixteen teams qualified in total, 
including Tranmere Rovers, who made their 
first ever appearance under the Twin Towers. 

The tournament/festival/call it what you will 
was a series of shortened matches in a straight 
knockout format. Sunderland didn’t score 
against Wigan and lost the resultant penalty 
shootout, something that would become a 
recurring theme/nightmare as their Wembley 
visits unfolded. 

Tranmere, on the other hand, stole the 
show and having beaten Wimbledon with a 
Dave Martindale goal went on to face a 
Newcastle side that featured a certain Paul 
Gascoigne. 

Those Sunderland fans who’d made the trip 
south immediately switched to supporting the 
Rovers and were delighted as goals from 
Johnny Morrissey and Ian Muir secured a 2-0 
win for the men from the Wirral. 

  
 

BLACK CATS @ WEMBLEY 
 

1937 FA Cup Final 
Preston North End 1 Sunderland 3 
 

1973 FA Cup Final 
Leeds United 0 Sunderland 1 
 

1985 League Cup Final 
Norwich City 1 Sunderland 0 
 

1990 Second Division Play-Off Final 
Sunderland 0 Swindon Town 1* 
 

1992 FA Cup Final 
Liverpool 2 Sunderland 0 
 

1998 First Division Play-Off Final 
Charlton Athletic 4 Sunderland 4 (lost on pens) 
 

2014 League Cup Final 
Manchester City 3 Sunderland 1 
 

2019 EFL Trophy Final 
Portsmouth 2 Sunderland 2 (lost on pens) 
 

2019 League One Play-Off Final 
Charlton Athletic 2 Sunderland 1 
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TRANMERE ROVERS FC 
   
A special bond was formed between the 

supporters of Sunderland and Tranmere that 
day, while on the Sunday Rovers were unlucky 
to lose on penalties to eventual winners 
Nottingham Forest after holding the First 
Division side to a 2-2 draw, thanks to a brace 
from Ian Muir. 

It wouldn’t be long before John King’s 
‘Deadly Submarine’ was again setting course for 
the Twin Towers. In the space of just 378 days, 
Tranmere would play four times at Wembley. 

In May 1990, Rovers won their first trophy, 
the Leyland DAF Cup, the forerunner of the 
EFL Trophy up for grabs today, thanks to goals 
from Muir and Jim Steel. They returned a week 
later to play Notts County for a place in the 
Second Division, but unfortunately lost 2-0. 

Sunderland followed a day later and also 
lost their play-off final, 1-0 to Swindon, but 
were then promoted because the Wiltshire 
club had been making illegal payments to their 
players. The most bizarre ‘defeat’ in 
Sunderland’s history, surely! 

Rovers switched the results in 1991 and 
lost the DAF but won promotion thanks to 
Chris Malkin’s pace and telescopic-leg finish! 

Since then, both teams have returned to 
Wembley, notably for Tranmere in the 2000 
League Cup Final, where David Kelly’s goal gave 
them hope against a physical Leicester, but 
ultimately Clint Hill’s red card did for Rovers. 

It was another dismissal for Hill that would 
sour the relationship between today’s two 
clubs, or rather the fans. Sunderland travelled 
to Prenton Park in January that year for an FA 
Cup 4th Round tie that lives long in the 
memory. Tranmere had developed something 
of a giant-killing reputation and Sunderland 
knew they’d be in a battle, even before Wayne 
Allison put the home side ahead on 25 minutes. 

As an extremely tight game moved into 
injury time, referee Rob Harris awarded a 
contentious free kick on the edge of the box. 
Hill, unsurprisingly already on a yellow card, 
vociferously complained and promptly received 
a second yellow. However, he refused to walk 
and manager John Aldridge acted quickly to 

 ready defender Stephen Frail. When Hill finally 
and slowly made his way off the pitch, Aldo 
sent on Frail in his place. 

The free kick was whipped into the box, 
where it was headed away by none other than 
Frail! Adrian Heath on the Sunderland bench 
quickly, or not quickly enough, realised what 
had happened and then all hell broke loose, 
with ex-Evertonian Peter Reid (Sunderland’s 
manager) having a massive go at ex-Liverpool 
Aldridge. 

Eventually, forward Andy Parkinson was 
withdrawn as the ‘official’ substitution for Frail, 
but it was all over. Tranmere had won 1-0. 

The FA’s Challenge Cup Committee ruled 
that Tranmere hadn’t “knowingly and 
deliberately distorted the outcome of the 
game” but every Rovers fan knew better. 

More recent visits to Wembley, now under 
the Arch, by both teams are well chronicled in 
other publications. Back to today – will 
Sunderland snap their 48-year losing streak, or 
will Tranmere claim a hat-trick of victories? 

  

  

ROVERS @ PRENTON PARK SOUTH 
 

1988 Football League Centenary Tournament 
Tranmere Rovers 1 Wimbledon 0 
Newcastle United 0 Tranmere Rovers 2 
N. Forest 2 Tranmere Rovers 2 (lost on pens) 
 

1990 Leyland DAF Cup Final 
Bristol Rovers 1 Tranmere Rovers 2 
 

1990 Third Division Play-Off Final 
Notts County 2 Tranmere Rovers 0 
 

1991 Leyland DAF Cup Final 
Birmingham City 3 Tranmere Rovers 2 
 

1991 Third Division Play-Off Final 
Bolton Wanderers 0 Tranmere Rovers 1 
 

2000 League Cup Final 
Leicester City 2 Tranmere Rovers 1 
 

2017 National League Play-Off Final 
Forest Green Rovers 3 Tranmere Rovers 1 
 

2018 National League Play-Off Final 
Boreham Wood 1 Tranmere Rovers 2 
 

2019 League Two Play-Off Final 
Newport County 0 Tranmere Rovers 1 
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TRANMERE ROVERS PLAYER PROFILES 
   

Editor’s note: A reminder that some of this information 
may be open to interpretation. 
 

1. Scott DAVIES 
Captain. Dependable hair but prone to the odd 
mistake between the sticks. Played 260 times for 
Rovers, which isn’t too shoddy. 
 

13. Joe MURPHY 
Played here for Tranmere instead of John Achterberg 
in 2000. Saved a Michael Owen penalty with his first 
touch in Premier League football. Gloves. 
 

2. Lee O’CONNOR 
Irish and no relation to the late Des. Is pretty 
annoyed that Stevie Gee’s Rangers are champions. 
 

3. Liam RIDEHALGH 
Extremely clean defender who loves an early bath 
here at Wembley. Gets quite emotional on the 
sidelines as well. 
 

4. Sid NELSON 
Millwall through and through but they dumped him 
two years ago. No one likes him, he doesn’t care. 
 

6. Emmanuel MONTHÉ 
Cameroonian who beat Tranmere at Wembley, then 
joined them and won here twice with them. Which is 
nice. Can he make it four wins? 
 

18. Calum MacDONALD 
Scottish (shock!) U21 defender who likes it beside the 
Irish Sea, with stints at Barrow and Blackpool before 
turning up in Birkenhead. 
 

21. George RAY 
First ever player to make his first team debut at 
Wembley, for Crewe in the 2013 running of this 
game. They won. Wants another medal. 
 

24. Kyle HYDE 
Nineteen. Still available to sponsor. Bless. 
 

26. Peter CLARKE 
Eight hundred and ten games, and counting. 
Outstanding. Picks up player of the season awards as 
regularly as his pension. 
 

7. Kieron MORRIS 
Tranmere’s player of the year in 2019-20 made his 
mark with Walsall, turning out 170 times, before 
switching to Prenton Park two years ago. 
 

8. Jay SPEARING 
Wallasey lad in the ‘Gerrard-Torres’ side when 
Liverpool demolished Real Madrid 4-0 at Anfield in 
2009. Played for Blackpool and Bolton. Now home. 

 11. Corey BLACKETT-TAYLOR 
Electrifying Brummie and Aston Villa academy 
graduate, Corey was Tranmere’s young player of the 
year in his first season at Prenton Park. Lovely. 
 

15. Alister CRAWFORD 
Ali arrived at Prenton Park on deadline day from 
Bolton. Previously played rather well for Hamilton 
Accies and also Donny Rovers. 
 

16. Nya KIRBY 
Prem Eagle is on-loan at PP after previously being 
lent to Blackpool. What is it with the tangerines? 
 

17. Otis KHAN 
Injured. Won’t play. Not injured. Will play. 
 

19. Liam FEENEY 
Another loanee and another one involving Blackpool! 
Stick of rock and a donkey ride anyone? Beach. 
 

22. Paul Lewis 
Played for Macc and Cambridge before joining 
Tranmere in 2020. Sponsored by ‘Sweden Vikings’. 
 

25. George NUGENT 
Also nineteen and available to sponsor. Newbee. 
 

35. Daniel LLOYD-McGOLDRICK 
Scouser who started at Southport and netted 22 for 
Stockport in 2016/17. Has one for Tranmere. One. 
 

9. James VAUGHAN 
Instrumental player and talisman striker. However, 
he is injured and won’t play. Tranmere are gutted. 
 

10. James NORWOOD 
Did you honestly think we wouldn’t notice the beer 
king being surreptitiously included here? 
 

12. Charlie JOLLEY 
Jolly well played in those 32 minutes. Sponsor him! 
 

14. Kaiyne WOOLERY 
Scored twice against Tranmere here for Forest 
Green, ends up doing a Monthé and playing for ’em. 
Should be from St Helens with a name like that. 
 

20. Danny WALKER-RICE 
Joined Tranmere aged 7 but didn’t make his debut 
until he was ten years older. Sort it out Danny lad! 
 

27. Jake BURTON 
Again, nineteen and someone who needs a sponsor. 
 

28. David NUGENT 
Won the FA Cup here with Pompey in 2008, a match 
reffed by Tranmere Ultra Mike Dean. Left Leicester 
the summer before they won the Prem. D’OH! 
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SUNDERLAND 
 
 

 TRANMERE ROVERS 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Head Coach: Lee David Johnson  Manager: Keith John Hill 
   

Lee Stephen BURGE 1. Scott David DAVIES 
Conor Gerard McLAUGHLIN 2. Lee Patrick O'CONNOR 
Thomas Michael FLANAGAN 3. Liam RIDEHALGH 

Jordan Kenneth WILLIS 4. Sidney Raymond Kenneth NELSON 
Bailey Colin WRIGHT 5.  
Max McAuley POWER 6. Emmanuel Gaëtan NGUEMKAM MONTHÉ 

Christopher Patrick Joseph MAGUIRE 7. Kieron MORRIS 
 8. Jay Francis SPEARING 

Charles Thomas WYKE 9. James Oliver VAUGHAN 
Aiden Anthony O’BRIEN 10.  

Lynden Jack GOOCH 11. Corey Josiah Paul BLACKETT-TAYLOR 
 12. Charlie Patrick JOLLEY 

Luke Terry O’NIEN 13. Joseph MURPHY 
Joshua Charles SCOWEN 14. Kaiyne WOOLERY 

 15. Alistair CRAWFORD 
Dion Dannie Leonard SANDERSON 16. Nya Jerome KIRBY 

 17. Otis Jan Mohammed KHAN 
 18. Calum Ross MacDONALD 

Arbenit XHEMAJLI 19. Liam Michael FEENEY-HOWARD 
Remi Luke MATTHEWS 20. Daniel Joseph WALKER-RICE 

Jack Tyler DIAMOND 21. George Edward RAY 
 22. Paul James LEWIS 

Grant LEADBITTER 23.  
 Daniel NEILL 24. Kyle William HAYDE 

Callum Jeffrey McFADZEAN 25. George Thomas NUGENT 
Carl WINCHESTER 26. Peter Michael CLARKE 
Jordan Lewis JONES 27. Jake Joshua BURTON 

Aiden John McGEADY 28. David James NUGENT 
Jake VOKINS 30.  

Ross Cameron STEWART 31.  
Denver Jay HUME 33.  

 35. Daniel James LLOYD-McGOLDRICK 
   

                              THE PEOPLE nominally IN CHARGE 
 

Fella in the Middle: Charles Breakspear 
Spare Bloke: Robert Lewis 

 Line Guys: Stuart Butler, Geoffrey Liddle 
Extra Spare Bloke: Stephen Brown 
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 Dear Phil, 
Same old, same old ‘mate’. Just page 

after page of the same ‘jokes’ that you, 
and only you, thought was funny thirty 
years ago. At least you’ve grown up… 
Ms. Mini Roll, Bournville 
Ü Bum, tit, willy. You still taste nice. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dear Bee Bee See, 
I am fed up by your woke, yes, your 

WOKE, approach to association football. 
That Gary Lineacre is such a liberal elite 

Nazi Putin hater. And what’s with his 
weirdy beard? Did he dye it grey using the 
lisence fee? 

Also, why does he support Lester? 
Mr. Diss Appointed, Great Hammock 
Ü Bless. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dear John, 
Please can I get my bicycle out of your 

car boot? It’s been a few years and I fancy 
a little ride. 
Jason, Wirral 
Ü Can anyone help Jason find his bike? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dear Mark, 
Where did you get the inspiration for 

your home decor? Your Facebook chats 
have been brilliant during whichever 
fucking version of lockdown we’re on right 
now, but where does the deep wood 
panelling come from? 

Also, are those glasses large or is the 
camera too close? 
Harry, Chester 
Ü Stolen from FA headquarters Mark? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dear 3MIAB, 
I have written in so many times and 

every single time my letter has been cut. 
For once, please can you publish my 

letter about the importance of playing… 

Dear Phil, 
So, you’re back are ya? Well, where’s 

my subscribed issues? For 30 bloody years. 
And now you’re back, charging three 

quid for this when my subscription cost 
that for FIVE issues in 1992. That I didn’t 
receive. 
Mr. Birken Head, Wirral 

PS. Them everlasting five lighters for a 
pound you sent me – stopped working. 
Ü Twenty-nine years, actually. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dear 3MIAB, 
Your ‘Chris Malkin facemask’ was 

utterly useless for years and years, until 
the Covid turned up. Suddenly, it worked 
like a charm! 

Thanks Ross, you’ve been my pandemic 
hero. Please draw more… 
Steve Barclay[s] Bank, Westminster 
Ü Cheers Steve. How’s Brexit going? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dear Dickie Branson, 
Every time I use one of your twatty tilty 

trains to head north to watch the Mighty 
Rovers, I book a window seat and yet I 
always end up with a fucking wall next to 
my face. Sort it out balloon face! 
Mark, Bromley 
Ü Sorry about that Mark. You’ll have to 
speak to the orange triangle gang. Avanti! 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Dear 3MIAB, 
I have written in so many times and 

every single time my letter has been cut… 
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Awaydays - Good, Bad and Ugly 
 

Tim Batts-Neale (plus Sara) & Mark Sumner recall two decades of Tranmere awaydays 
 

Tim: I moved to London in 2002 and if 
other exiled school mates couldn’t make it, I 
would go to away games by myself. I 
bumped into Phil Moss at Layer Road, 
Colchester in early 2003 and we just got 
chatting while standing on the narrow 
terrace there and on the train back to 
London… it kind of helped to know of Phil 
from reading 3MIAB and his programme 
articles to make me think I knew of him. 

With Phil was Sara who was – much 
later (EVENTUALLY, and after I ran out of 
reasons to say no) – to become my wife. Phil 
and I got together for a run of London away 
games at QPR and Brentford, and not long 

  

 
 
 
 

after, Mark (a mutual friend of Sara’s), 
joined us at King’s Cross for a trip to Luton. 

Mark: I had been in London since 1995 
and had done away games on my own – I 
particularly remember a 1-0 victory at 
Palace (our first?) – thanks to a Liam 
O’Brien daisy cutter, I think. For some 
reason I’ve now been to Selhurst nearly 40 
times! I was glad to become the third part of 
the menage and have a bit of company on 
the road (train). After the Luton trip 
(terrible ground), I think our next was 
probably to Colchester with the future Mrs 
Tim, a Colchester native. 

We worked out from growing up on the 
Wirral and then moving away that we’d 
been to enough of the same games before 
though not met up. Phil and Tim both had 
season tickets in the Paddock, but for many 
years as well as planning Wirral weekend 
trips on Virgin we had enough in common 
and other like-minded friends to eagerly 
await fixture release day and cup draws and 
plotting more awaydays than home games. 

As we worked our way around simple 
awaydays in London and the south east and 
the groundhopping bug took hold we’d do 
longer advance train ticket purchases to 
places such as Doncaster or Scunthorpe. We 
got more into the habit of planning to make 
the most of times between trains to find a 
decent pre-match real ale pub with food and 

 a crawl of other pubs. Many’s the day we’d 
remark as we got back to London that we’d 
had a good day out spoilt by football! 

The pursuit of the 92 club and then the 
three seasons in National League led to 
more extreme trips and overnight mini-
breaks to the likes of Rotherham, Carlisle, 
Hartlepool and Barrow – sometimes by 
ourselves when we couldn’t all make the 
trip together. 

There are some places we’d happily 
return to – the Good; some which 
should’ve been nicer but were Bad; and 
some we thought, nah, we’ll give that a miss 
this year – the Ugly. 
 
THE GOOD 
 

Chesterfield (Tim) We did a couple of 
trips to the old school terrace at Saltergate, 
where we never saw a defeat, and plenty of 
good pubs in the town centre. The only 
downside of one visit was not checking the 
other fixtures, with West Ham fans piling 
on the train after their 5-0 win at Derby 
County and taking over our advance booked 
first class carriage. We set up a spreadsheet 
soon after to double-check against likely 
conflicts. 

Peterborough (Mark) We didn’t 
object to getting drawn there in the cup so 
often as it was mostly good because of the 
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Awaydays - Good, Bad and Ugly cont. 
 

 
 
beer barge (Charters Bar) down on the River 
Nene. The first time we went there I got a 
phone call from ’er indoors telling me next 
door’s house was on fire. Wasn’t much I 
could do and anyway it was my round. The 
last time we were there was for a heroic FA 
Cup tie where we battled for a 1-1 draw only 
to get thumped in the replay. Taxi for 
McEverley and Harris! Would be nice if 
Danny Lloyd scored a hat-trick for us... 

Leyton Orient (Tim) East London’s a 
short trip for us, and in that time we’ve seen 
the changes of pubs from classic slightly 
edgy locals’ back street boozers to the 
gentrification and mismatched furniture 
vibe. Match highlights include a David 
Buchanan thirty yarder, a cup replay win in 
the early stages of Les Parry’s stint, and 
watching someone’s football on TV in their 
flat on the corner of the ground. 
 

  

 
 
 

Another lovely day in Crawley 
 

 Bradford (Tim) We found some good 
pubs and stayed late to take in a curry, 
although the football wasn’t that 
memorable – a dreadful 0-0 when Brian 
Little refused to make subs to win the game 
– so got to take in the view from the away 
end over the townscape of Bradford. 

Crawley (Mark) Not this season’s poor 
effort, obviously, but the one when we won 
5-2 – yes, we scored five on the road! Only 
just saw Danny Holmes’ 2nd minute opener 
due to the queue to get in and the need for a 
burger. 

This was the season when we were top 
in January and then ‘Devon Loched’, 
finishing in 11th. A run of five defeats and a 
draw in the last six games costing us even 
the consolation of a play-off berth. 

Post-game we found a couple of decent 
pubs, one of which used to be Peter ‘Grouty’ 
Vaughan’s house (Goff’s manor). The other 
was a cracking little real ale place, The 
Swan. 

At the League Two 2019 end-of-season 
game Phil got recognised in the pub and 
treated as royalty by some of the travelling 
SWA. [Ed. - It was all rather surreal.] 

Aldershot (Tim) Yes, we seem to have 
a thing about terraces. It was an easy trip 
by train, and while we’d be cautious in a 
squaddie town, there’s a couple of decent 
pubs near the away end. For *that* play-off 
semi-final 3-0 win you’d have thought the 
pub might have noticed there was a game 

 

 
 
 

     Brisbane Road, or whatever it’s called this week 
 

 

Brentford (Mark) Always enjoyed 
Brentford, not too difficult for us to get to, 
the four pubs around the ground etc., and a 
good friend of mine is a Brentford season 
ticket holder so I’ve been to Griffin Park a 
fair few times (but not as many as Selhurst). 
We’ve actually seen us win here a few times, 
which is always nice. [Ed. - Worst moment 
was chatting to Brian Little by the coach 
following the 2-2 in January 2004 after 
Simon Howarth’s double leg break, which 
effectively ended his playing career.] 
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Awaydays - Good, Bad and Ugly cont. 
 

 
 
on and were caught out by the SWA 
descending en masse – we arrived late to 
the party and ended up getting the bottles 
from a display behind the bar of (warm) 
London Porter and some random cider. Big 
burly men drinking a cheeky rose. 

The non-league years (Mark) To be 
honest I really enjoyed our brief sojourn in 
the netherworld that is the National League. 
Lots of new grounds to go to (probably 
never to return to, well hopefully not 
watching Rovers) and a lot of them in the 

  

 
 
 

  I’m sure it rains more in Aldershot than Manchester 
 

south, plus generally friendly fans, although 
official 92 club rules say that I have to 
revisit Barrow and Forest Green (spit, spit). 

I remember the Dover fans making sure 
we had a taxi to get to the ground but I also 
remember the absolute tinpot wankers at 
Maidenhead who made us stand in the rain 
and roped off the roofed bit of terrace until 
Palios kicked off and got the rope moved. 
And I also liked Bromley because it was the 
first time I’d walked to a Tranmere match 
from my house in 20 odd years, and we won 
all 3 games! 
 
THE should’ve-been-better-but-BAD 
 

Brighton When Albion were at the 
Withdean Stadium we never got to play 
there in early or late season good weather, 
and for a run of several seasons the fixtures 
were in the middle of winter and on cold 
midweeks, or involved weekend rail 
replacement buses. Tim remembers 
 

 standing next to Mark ‘Fast Show’ Williams 
in the gents of the Lord Nelson… which was 
nice. That week he’d mostly been eating 
asparagus. [Ed. - Aldo made his debut at 
Brighton in a 0-2 opening day win, so in the 
days of short trousers we did play there in 
nice weather!]  

Grimsby By contrast, the prospect of a 
trip to Cleethorpes in the League Cup first 
round in mid-August 2009 had a lot to 
offer. Fighting off the attention of an Uncle 
Monty-esque over-friendly bed and 
breakfast owner, we enjoyed fish and chips, 
but lost a lousy game. Grimsby didn’t win in 
the league until mid-November.   

Most awaydays in the Les Parry 
era Looking back over the 2010-11 and 
2011-12 seasons there are few games that 
stand out in the memory, perhaps through 
familiarity of most of the same teams and 
grounds by then. One exception, of course, 
has to be on the trip to Stockport for the 
final day reprieve. 

 

 
 
 

                                         Tim 

  

 
 
 

Mark 
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Awaydays - Good, Bad and Ugly cont. 
 

 
 
THE UGLY (anonymised for self-preservation) 
 

Milton Keynes What can you say 
about Franchise United? Our one trip to the 
National Hockey Stadium was great – 
avoiding relegation with a 2-1 win, but our 
first trip to Stadium MK, in 2008 (Aaron 
Cresswell’s debut) was a shocker. The wind 
ripped through the back of the stand, then 
we had to watch Liverpool get beat by Spurs 
in a Fenny Stratford pub, clothes still moist 
through, and finally train cancellations to 
wait for what seemed an age at Bletchley for 
the train back to Euston – all with some 
right weird company in tow. And anyway, 

  

 
 
 

Wembley 2018 
 

plastic club.  
Luton The town is never going to be in 

the top travel destinations despite its 
airport, and the ground with its awful seats-
on-a-terrace is not a pretty sight, but it’s one 
of those places we’ve visited more often 
than not after our first trip as a threesome. 
The 2004 FA Cup win there stands out as a 
rare happy memory, celebrated long and 
late via a welcome stop off on the way back 
in St Albans. 

Swindon Tim's probably visited 
Swindon more times than any other ground 
by virtue of living in Oxford, Bristol and 
London, and our clubs have followed each 
other up and down the leagues. He missed 
the early 90s battles, with the first trip a 
midweek 3-2 comeback win in 1999, but 
after that rarely saw us do well there. [Ed. - 
If that sodding, sorry, magic, roundabout is 
difficult for drivers, it ain’t all plain sailing 
for pedestrians either.] 

Gillingham We've visited Priestfield on 
too many occasions, most of which seemed 
to be rainy Tuesday nights in the unroofed 
‘golf stand’. Looking back at the results our 
record isn’t too bad there but the last trip we 
made was a 2-0 defeat (on a sunny 
Saturday) and I was badly suffering from 
heatstroke so didn’t even fancy an ale. 

 Gillingham also looks like a riverside 
northern town relocated to the banks of the 
Medway. 
 
Aforementioned Sara’s hazy memories of 
awaydays  
 
Layer Road Snow. Meeting a bloke called 
Tim and travelling back to London 
together. Wonder what happened to him?   
Wycombe Horses.   
Southend Long pier. Not allowed to read 
the newspaper until half time.  
Peterborough Beer barge. Fog. Being so 
cold I couldn’t rest my arms on the metal 
bar on the terrace.  
Brentford Aeroplanes.  
Millwall Funnelled in and filmed like a 
troublemaker.   
Prenton Park Ah, this makes more sense.  
Cuckoo Farm (aka Weston Homes, 
Jobserve) All very new and shiny.   
Wembley Some excitement at an extra-
time last minute win. A marriage proposal, 
even though I was already wearing an 
engagement ring.   
 
Phil It’s been a blast – thanks Tim, Mark, 
Sara and the SWA – and here’s to the full 
return of ‘Awaydays’ in 2021-22. 
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From Fanzines to FanTV 
 

Henry Hudson explores the rise of the fan channel 
 

Cards on the table, the rise of so-called 
social media stars doesn’t sit right with me 
and, generally-speaking, I find reality TV 
culture abhorrent at best. The increase in 
popularity of both social media and reality 
TV, in particular the way the mainstream 
media has embraced these mediums, has 
led to poor behaviour and attention-seeking 
stunts being valued higher than actual 
talent. 

However, a more intriguing aspect of 
this new media age, specifically with the 

  

 
 
 

Standard evening down the Emirates 

video-sharing site YouTube, is the rise of 
fan-produced, fan-orientated channels 
which have given supporters a platform to 
air their views on their respective clubs.  

When it comes to how these channels 
have fared in terms of their viewership and 
general influence on footballing culture, one 
stands head and shoulders above the rest; 
AFTV (formerly known as Arsenal Fan TV 
but later changed for copyright reasons).  

Founded by ex-property surveyor 
Robbie Lyle in 2012, AFTV has become an 
immense commercial success with millions 
of subscribers and, more pertinently, a 
range of nationally-known corporate 
sponsors onboard. It is estimated that the 
channel generates around £1.2 million a 
year in YouTube advertising revenue alone.  

With the benefit of hindsight, it’s easy to 
see why this channel became successful. 
Arsenal have an estimated 70+ million fans 
worldwide and yet, aside from games, the 
only Arsenal-orientated content available to 
them was the well-constructed, but 
ultimately rather bland, content put out by 
the club.  

The overwhelming majority of these 
millions of fans will never attend a match. 
Indeed, I don’t think it would be hyperbolic 
to say that, in many cases, their only contact 
with fellow Gooners would be through social 
media. Perhaps it’s easy to say in retrospect, 
but when you look at it this way it seems 
inevitable that any mildly well-produced, 
well-promoted, fan-orientated content 

 would gain some kind of traction with a 
supporter base wanting more connection 
with the club. 

AFTV has become most famous for the 
post-match rants of its contributors. For 
those uninitiated, the format is rather 
simple; after the match the presenter (the 
aforementioned Lyle) interviews supporters 
outside the ground who often use this 
opportunity to vent about the team's 
shortcomings.  

These post-match rants have been 
criticised as over-dramatic and attention-
seeking amongst other things but, whilst 
those accusations may not necessarily be 
wrong, the series of embarrassing defeats 
Arsenal suffered since the channel was 
formed were always going to generate anger 
and frustration in one form or another, 
except AFTV allowed it to be expressed 
through vox-pop rather than the standard 
angry Tweet/Facebook/shout at the nearest 
pigeon. 

Indeed, whilst I am doubtful, I share too 
much in common with the often eclectic 
and verbose contributors, their much-
derided post-match rants are relatable. I 
mean who, at one stage or another, hasn’t 
wanted to bellow ‘Sack the board’ at the top 
of their voice on the train home? Or ring 
606 to complain about the tactics of the 
manager? Or scrawl a derogatory remark 
about a workshy striker on a service station 
cubicle? The last one may just be me, but 
the point is that the relatability of these 
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From Fanzines to FanTV cont. 
 

 
 
post-match rants have no doubt contributed 
to its popularity. To put this popularity into 
some context, almost three times as many 
people watched an ex-furniture installer 
rant about Arsène Wenger than a recent 
episode of Question Time. I’ll let you insert 
your own joke there. 

Whilst current restrictions have put pay 
to the outside-the-stadium rants, AFTV 
continue to publish a great deal of content, 
commonly posting over 20 videos per 
match, including previews, a watch-along, 
and post-match interviews with supporters, 
now commonly carried out via videolink.  

The commercial success of AFTV hasn’t 
been welcomed by all. When Hector Bellerin 
was invited to speak at the Oxford Union 
(apparently Steve McNulty had already 
declined) he criticised the channel for 
allegedly profiting from the club’s failure 
(which seemed a bit like a politician 

 criticising Private Eye for profiteering out 
of government incompetence).  

The somewhat puzzling criticism didn’t 
end there, with Micah Richards recently 
claiming that AFTV’s output may be 
negatively affecting the players’ confidence. 
Whatever the merits of Richards’ point, it 
shows the astonishing influence that a 
channel set up by fans with no experience 
in football or sports broadcasting has had 
on mainstream football coverage.  

However, AFTV won’t be fretting at 
these comments. In fact, mentions from the 
likes of Bellerin and Richards only generate 
more publicity, and thereby more 
subscribers, to their channel. Whilst no 
other fan channel has quite replicated the 
success of AFTV, the evidence shows that, 
when it comes to punditry, many people 
prefer their ex-surveyors to their ex-
strikers.  
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Sunderland ’Til I Die 
 

Alex Miller reflects on two trips to Wembley and a double Netflix ‘n’ facepalm 
 

Sunderland have been through it all in 
the past few years; back-to-back relegations, 
takeovers, Wembley heartbreaks, and so 
much more, but because of Netflix’s 
‘Sunderland Till I Die’ (STID) the world now 
knows about us and our suffering. 

The first season of STID was originally 
filmed to witness a relegated Premier 
League club battle to bounce back – if only. 

Fresh from a dismal season in the top 
flight under David Moyes, optimism was 
very low going into the Championship year, 
but no one thought it would have been that 
bad. Simon Grayson’s stint never got going, 
and Chris Coleman flattered to deceive. 
What I and most Sunderland fans took from 
the Netflix documentary was not so much 
focused on the team’s struggle, but the way 
it portrayed our fans and the passion. 

Sunderland is a far from flashy city with 
its rich shipbuilding history; it’s a working-  

  

 
 
 
 

class city that loves its football club. What 
set STID apart from the other football 
documentaries we’ve seen from Manchester 
City and Tottenham is that it felt real. 
There was a heavy focus on the fans who 
live and breathe the club, and their whole 
life revolving around a matchday. From that 
perspective, I loved seeing my club on a 
massive platform such as Netflix. 

While the results were tragic and being 
relegated for the second season in a row was 
awful, it ended with a new takeover and 
potential for a new dawn – if only. 

The longer you watched season two, the 
more cringe worthy it became. Stuart 
Donald and Charlie Methven were an 
embarrassment: two men with some money 
who wanted to make a quick buck and flip 
the club a year later. 

While the first season was dire in 
football terms, it was a well-made piece on 
the city of Sunderland. The second series 
documented a shitshow. We were a League 
One club with a 47 thousand-seater stadium 
and a world-class academy being run by 
people well out of their depth. From 

 Methven being compared to David Brent 
and calling the fans parasites, to Donald 
acting like a kid on Football Manager 
paying £4 million for Will Grigg, Netflix 
could have made a documentary on all the 
off the field antics. What happened on the 
pitch wasn’t much better. 

That season will be remembered for the 
two trips to Wembley. The EFL Trophy 
Final was a one-off for us. We packed 
Trafalgar Square the day before and 
enjoyed the occasion more than anything, 
knowing that this game wasn’t the be all 
and end all. 

Then what happened against 
Portsmouth set the tone for the season. 
From going 1-0 up to 2-1 down and then 
equalising at the end of extra time only to 
see us crash out on penalties, was a 
rollercoaster of emotions. The result made 
the fans realise how much we didn’t want to 
go back there in the play-offs and 
experience anything like that again. 

In true Sunderland fashion, we 
managed to somehow outdo ourselves once 
more. 
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Sunderland ’Til I Die cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Alex with dad Richard at the 2019 EFL Trophy Final 

 at Wembley, but what I will say is I hope I 
never have to go through that again. In the 
end, it seemed a fitting end to what was a 
nightmare period for the club. 

Fast forward to now, no longer in the 
focus of a Netflix lens. We’re still in League 
One, but under new ownership with 
billionaire Kyril Louis-Dreyfus the majority 
shareholder and chairman, things are once 
again looking positive. Optimism has 
returned to the club but grounded with a 
sense of realism. There is now hope we can 
push forward with a long-term vision in 
place and to quote our new chairman, put 
an end to the “asset stripping” (a lovely dig 

With all the Netflix cameras watching 
once again, we were upbeat going into the 
Play-Off Final against Charlton. We were 
given a gift with a truly bizarre own goal five 
minutes in. However, we never took control 
of the game, but ironically the own goal 
seemed to motivate Charlton and stun us. 

It’s quite hard to describe the feeling of 
conceding a last-minute winner, especially  

 at our previous owners). 
If all does go to plan and we can get out 

of this league and rebuild our stature in 
England, I think STID may have played a 
huge part. Would Louis-Dreyfus be here 
now without it? Who knows, but it’s shown 
the world who we are. Now we need to 
show what we’re made of and get out of 
League One. 

 
 

 

 

GRAVESEND, KENT 
 

This issue has been fuelled by beer from 
the Editor’s local brewery. Try some! 

 

www.ironpier.beer 
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Restaurant, Deli, Bar, Online, Take-away 

h ps://lunya.co.uk 
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Stonebridge Road Spiel 
 

Ed Miller, Ebbsfleet United’s communications manager, talks Fleet and Rovers 
 
Tranmere Rovers. Ebbsfleet United. 

Not two clubs you’d usually lump 
together before destiny came calling in 2018 
and we (I’m obviously the ‘Ebbsfleet’ part of 
the ‘we’ equation here) went head-to-head 
for a place at Wembley and the ultimate 
prize of EFL football that came with it. 

But rewind to a time when the EFL was 
more than just an Americanised franchise 
acronym and my first brush with Tranmere 
Rovers. It was a time when Ebbsfleet United 
weren’t even Ebbsfleet United, for back in 
those dark days – my football awakening of 

  

 
 
 

      Ebbsfleet and Tranmere meet for the first time 
the early Eighties – we were called 
Gravesend & Northfleet. 

To me, Tranmere were a white and blue 
scrap of stiffened paper on my Shoot! 
Magazine League Ladder, rarely gaining 
much momentum in the annual ritualistic 
battle of the cardboard placings, 
languishing towards the bottom end of 
Division Four and occasionally enjoying the 
dizzy heights of mid-table. 

That said, and to cut a long back story 
short, that wasn’t quite my first brush with 
Tranmere as my grandfather had been born 
in Birkenhead not long after Rovers’ 
formation and my dad hoarded a few old 
programmes from Prenton Park in a mouldy 
carrier bag that he’d kept from his youth 
visiting family in the area. 

Of course, the rise and rise of Tranmere 
in what I loosely recall as the ‘John Aldridge 
years’ took your club to the brink of the 
Premier League in the early Nineties. By 
then, I was a dyed-in-the-wool Fleet 
supporter and in the same season you were 
going head-to-head with Newcastle United 
and West Ham, we were battling off 
relegation from the Beazer Homes League 
and glorying in results like a 9-0 defeat at 
Trowbridge Town and an 8-1 home 
capitulation to the mighty Halesown Town 
within a few weeks of each other. 

All of which is a roundabout way of 
setting the scene in 1993 whereby a 20-
year-old me, fresh from relegation to 

 whatever tier of failure we had succumbed, 
was hurtled forwards in time some quarter 
of a century or so to be shown a Fleet side 
on an equal footing with Tranmere Rovers, 
taking the lead twice in front of almost 
10,000 people, with Wembley just around 
the corner. (For one thing, I wouldn’t even 
have known then what an ‘Ebbsfleet’ was, 
let alone comprehended the fact our two 
clubs had negotiated a five-tier difference 
to wind up joined together in the fixture 
list… a fact that, admittedly, is infinitely 
more depressing for Tranmere fans than it 
was for Fleet supporters.) 

That, however, was your lot in 2017-18. 
Your third season in the National League, 
and probably already sick to the stomach of 
visiting unheard-of venues like Boreham 
Wood, Braintree Town and North Ferriby, 
and now you were presented with the 
added value of a visit to newly promoted 
Ebbsfleet United as we ascended to 
National League level for the fourth time in 
our history. 

Our first meeting in September 2017 
was unremarkable for the 1,525 in 
attendance, a goalless draw underlining our 
resolve as a “hard-to-beat” promoted side 
but one that equally struggled to win. As for 
10-man Tranmere (Jay McEveley got his 
marching orders on 49 minutes), it was 
probably as close as Micky Mellon came to 
the chop that day. Seven games without a 
goal and down in 18th place, promotion 
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Stonebridge Road Spiel cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

        Ashmore and the SWA at Stonebridge Road 
 

 And it proved to be the nightmare 
scenario for two Fleet fans, your 3MIAB 
editor Phil Moss, who surely couldn’t have 
foreseen this eventuality when he started 
supporting Tranmere and then added his 
new (to him) local side Ebbsfleet along the 
way in 2008. And our shirt sponsors’ CEO 
Steve Fleming was another Tranmere 
devotee with a huge Fleet interest who had 
to be ‘fairly’ non-committal in terms of who 
he wanted to prevail! [Ed. - I’m sure Flem 
will dispute this, Ed!] 

So, another headlong rush up the 
country it was and a Premier Inn 

seemed a far-off dream for the SWA. Indeed 
the thought after that 90 minutes of 
goallessness that these two sides would be 
competing for a play-off final place at the 
end of the season would have been greeted 
with the same incredulity as time-travelling 
me had reserved for the likelihood of our 
clubs ever meeting in a league fixture. 

But your improvement was remarkable 
that season. By the time of the return game, 
the gap in class was evident as Tranmere 
coasted to a win at Prenton Park, the 3-0 
reverse our second in succession as our 
play-off challenge seemed little more than a 
pipe dream in early February. 

Against all the odds, however, our stars 
were to align once more. In what was 
probably my most memorable ten days in 

 weekender somewhere in Liverpool (I 
barely saw my family in that final month of 
the campaign).  

I’d been privileged to see us play clubs 
we regarded as ‘big’ in the National League 
down the years – York City, Doncaster 
Rovers, Oxford United, Shrewsbury Town, 
Grimsby Town, Lincoln City, Leyton Orient, 
Wrexham (in the days when they weren’t 
perennial non-leaguers) to name but a few. 

But Prenton Park that weekend was 
another level. A packed Kop with a 
boisterous contingent before kick-off raised 
the noise levels and given the enormity of 
the game, the experience was matched only 
by our Wembley win in the 2008 FA 
Trophy Final. 

football, in April/May 2018, we went to 
Gateshead on a Tuesday night to win 5-2, 
raced down to the other end of the country 
to secure the point we needed for play-off 
qualification at Torquay (what a weekend 
that was!) and within a couple more days 
had gone to Aldershot, equalised in the last 
minute of extra-time and come back from 3-
1 down in the resulting, pulsating penalty 
shootout to earn the right to play Tranmere 
in the semi-final. It was a heady, whirlwind 
of a season climax like no other in my three 
decades of football. 
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Stonebridge Road Spiel cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

        Fleet joy as Coulson celebrates the opener… 
 

  

 
 
 

       …turns to despair as Norwood beats Ashmore   

In truth it was a step too far for the 
Fleet. Forced into an early kick-off at 
Prenton Park because of BT Sport’s 
televising of the semi-final, we were 
exhausted after our nationwide tour and 
superhuman efforts at Aldershot. We were 
running on empty with the only squad 
available because of injury and suspension 
the one that took to the field at Tranmere. 

But by God we gave it a go! Nathan 
Ashmore – who had earned some respect 
from Tranmere fans in the earlier league 
meeting by playing on with a head injury – 
was soon seeing all that goodwill evaporate 
with his trademark delay tactics and when 
Luke Coulson put the Fleet ahead with a 
well-worked opener, the weight of 
Tranmere ire that came pouring off the 
terraces was bountiful. (As the Fleet’s 
matchday social media man, it was certainly 
a… “different” experience for me to be on 
the receiving end of hundreds of irate 
messages when the PA requested home fans 
stop hurtling objects at Ashmore or else 
forfeit the game!) 

Our lead didn’t last long but when we 
retook it early in the second half after a 
horror-show howler from the Tranmere 
defence, dreams of Wembley and the 
Football League (EFL, if you must) were 
tantalisingly close. 

That’s how they remained, however, 
Rovers of course swiftly pulled it back to 
2-2, Fleet’s legs had all but gone by 90 
minutes and with the noise off the pitch and 

 the momentum on it, Tranmere went from 
strength to strength in extra-time and 
added two goals. There was a little bit of a 
sour aftertaste when Jay Harris took a 
chomp out of Dave Winfield’s arm and the 
Fleet skipper swung for him, receiving his 
marching orders in the process and 
sparking a brief touchline melée, but once 
tempers had cooled, our club’s achievement 
was remarkable nonetheless. 

It was our closest brush with the 
Football League in our 75-year history and I 
like to think Tranmere’s hardest single 
obstacle in getting back there. And even 
then, though you took the swift route into 
League One within a season, the Fleet-
Tranmere links weren’t (alas) quite done 
with. From contesting a place in the EFL, it 
was another three-letter acronym that was 
to bring us together two years later as ‘PPG’ 
condemned our two sides to rank lower 
than we had actually finished in the league 
table, resulting in relegation (or let’s call it 
demotion, because that’s what it was). 
Sorry Tranmere fans, but it looks like our 
curse rubbed off on you back in 2017-18! 

And so, to force this piece back to its 
first few paragraphs, a postscript to that 
semi-final game. Having concluded my 
post-match media duties after the final 
whistle on the Prenton Park pitch, a 
steward promptly warned me, “Hey mate, 
careful of them there barriers when you go 
back up to the gantry”. Forgetting his wise 
words and still mentally somewhere else 
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Stonebridge Road Spiel cont. 
 

 
 
after a terrific game, I whirled round to 
climb back up the rows of seats, promptly 
smacked my head off a crush barrier at full 
force, and fell cartoonishly back down the 
steps on to the pitch. 

I’d like to think that although my 
Tranmere-supporting grandad left his 
Wirral home more than a century before 
that semi-final, at least I’d returned to leave 
his DNA by way of a few of my skin samples 
on a crush barrier back at the Prenton Park 
where he stood as a boy. 

Full circle, as they say. 
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Back covers way back when… 
 

The shameless way we abused the back cover, apart from the Phil Neal image, obviously. 
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King Georges Field to Prenton Park 
 

South Park FC recall their FA Trophy day in Birkenhead 
 
Dan Stone, former 1st team captain and now 
player-manager of South Park’s Vets team 
 

When’s the draw? Monday morning. 
Tranmere away would be decent! 

News flew around on a dull Monday 
afternoon that dreams can come true – 
everyone was buzzing. My little club, who 
I’d been involved with since the age of 10, 
were going to play a professional club that 
not that long ago were playing in the 
Championship. Beyond crazy! 

We set out on the coach at 8.30am ready 

  

 
 
 
 

for the big day and took a short stop at the 
services, only to get talking to a few 
Southampton fans heading up to Burnley. 
“Where you lads heading to?” Tranmere. 
“So, who are you?” We’re South Park, Super 
South Park! “Who?” Never heard of us? 

Turned up around 1-ish and headed 
straight to the ‘fan zone’, basically a big tent 
that had the Spurs game on a big screen and 
served beer, perfect. 

All the other supporters that made the 
long trip by car or train started to 
congregate; it was like a proper away game 
but we were watching our mates. 

Onto the actual game, we have no songs, 
we’ve never sung at a game before (well, 
normally our average gate is 100), but what 
we did have was Tom Thomas, him and a 
few light ales. He kept us singing from start 
to finish and I know all the players 
appreciated it, it seemed to spur them on. 

First half we went in 3-0 down, all the 
talk at half time was hope we don’t get 
smashed. 

Second half we matched Tranmere for 
long periods and when Lavery bent that free 
kick in, it was pure sex. It was by far the 
best game of footy I’ve ever watched and we 
lost 4-1! 

Four years later, it’s still congratulations 
to the whole club on a fantastic achievement 
and a thank you to everyone connected to 
Tranmere for making our day a special one. 
What football should be about, proper footy. 

  

Robert Battams, legend South Park supporter 
 

Sat 14th January 2017. The big day had 
finally arrived after many weeks of 
anticipation. Arrived at the club about 7am, 
soon to be joined by fellow supporters. We 
were able to purchase a club scarf. Great, 
we can now wear the club colours to the 
match. With lights turned off we set off on 
our adventure to Birkenhead.  

The usual talk followed on how we 
would do etc. and after many hours we 
arrived at Prenton Park about 1.15. Photo 
session took place upon leaving the coach 
and then it was off to welcome the players, 
and then to the fan zone in the big tent. A 
few drinks were had and a chat with some 
of the locals, who for some reason thought 
they would give us a good thrashing. In 
your dreams! 

We then made our way to the stand for 
the big kick-off. It was a very proud and 
emotional moment seeing the players walk 
out of the tunnel on such a big stage. The 
fans got behind the team from the start 
with all the chanting but sadly the 3-0 
scoreline at half-time did not reflect the 
effort the team were putting in. Spirits were 
still high and noisy support continued in 
the 2nd half and we were rewarded when 
Kieran scored a wonder free-kick followed 
by that celebration. Yes, we had actually 
scored against the mighty Tranmere 
Rovers. 
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King Georges Field to Prenton Park cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Kieran Lavery scores a brilliant free kick at the Kop 
…and legs it to the Cowshed to celebrate 

  

 
 
 

 
Even the late goal from Tranmere did 

not dampen our spirits. It was a super 
performance. 

A great day for the club. Come on you 
Sparks! 
 

Nick Thatcher, Secretary, South Park FC 
 

Having drawn 1-1 at home to North 
Leigh in the previous round the winners 
were handed the plum tie of the next round 
away at Tranmere Rovers. The players did 
not really need any motivation for the 
replay, just to play Tranmere Rovers at 
Prenton Park was all they thought about. It 
would be the biggest game in their careers. 
Victory at North Leigh was achieved and 
everyone’s dreams were about to come true. 
During the build-up to the game there was a 
good rapport growing on social media with 
both sets of supporters and this was evident 
with the number of Tranmere Rovers 
supporters wanting South Park scarves. 

The players and club officials and a few 
supporters travelled up to the Wirral the 
day before the game. Tranmere Rovers 
agreed to allow our players to have a look at 
the ground and changing rooms on our 
arrival late on Friday afternoon before we 
checked into the Village hotel.  

On the morning of the game there was a 
great feeling of anticipation and a few 
nerves as everyone looked forward to the 
game ahead. It felt surreal to be playing 
Tranmere Rovers as 11 years earlier we 

 were playing against pub sides in the 
Crawley & District League.  

The players’ coach arrived at Prenton 
Park around 1.15 pm and whilst the players 
and management went into the ground to 
prepare for the game there was time for the 
committee to pop into the fan zone to see 
more of our supporters who had travelled 
up for the game, before we made our way to 
the boardroom where the greeting could 
not have been more friendly, and this lasted 
throughout the day.  

And so to the game. After a tentative 
start that saw Tranmere take the lead South 
Park began to grow into the game, although 
a penalty and further goal saw Rovers 
leading 3-0 at half-time. For periods of the 
second half South Park matched their 
opponents and when we were awarded a 
free kick around 25 yards from goal those of 
us that watch week in week out knew this 
was in skipper Kieran Lavery’s range. His 
free-kick found the top corner of the net 
and his reaction, running the length of the 
pitch to celebrate in front of our travelling 
fans who numbered around 300, is 
something we will never forget. 

Tranmere grabbed a fourth goal in 
added time. The non-stop singing from our 
supporters was appreciated by all the 
players. The players then had the 
opportunity to have a drink after the game 
with friends and family as Tranmere had 
kindly allowed us to use the Platinum 
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King Georges Field to Prenton Park cont. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 the play-off final and it was amazing how 
many Tranmere supporters thanked us for 
going to Wembley to support your club. A 
number of Tranmere supporters have been 
to watch some of our games since and the 
friendship continues to this day.  

A year ago, as the coronavirus pandemic 
saw our season null-and-voided and our 
clubhouse closed due to the first lockdown, 
the club ran a crowdfunding appeal to raise 
essential funds to cover our end of season 
pitch maintenance and help cover the bills.  

The support we received from Tranmere 
Lounge. An evening out in Liverpool was 
enjoyed by all of those staying overnight 
before the journey home on Sunday. 

The welcome and hospitality our club 
received from everyone was a credit to 
Tranmere Rovers FC. 

The friendships made around this game 
continued with some of our supporters 
watching Tranmere away games at 
Maidstone and Aldershot in the play offs. 
Twelve of us travelled to Wembley to watch 

 supporters was staggering, with many 
making donations, including a sizeable 
donation from the SouthernSWA. Our 
players and Chairman sent video messages 
of thanks to the SWA. 

We hope this friendship continues for 
many years to come and we look forward to 
watching the Papa Johns Trophy Final on 
Sunday 14th March. It is a shame that due 
to the current restrictions that we are 
unable to join the SWA at Wembley again. 

 
 

 
Fancy two shows per week plus additional 
content from the Tranmere podcast A Trip 
To The Moon? 
 

For just £3 a month, hosts Matt Jones and 
Matty Houghton bring you all this: 
   • The Review, released every Sunday 
   • The News Show, out every Thursday 
   • My Best XI 
…plus subscribers have access to the entire 
back catalogue, including chats with John 
Aldridge, ’91 Wembley hero Chris Malkin, 
Micky Mellon and many more, including 
the rarely heard from Johnny Morrissey. 

  

 
 
 

 

 

www.atriptothemoonpod.co.uk 
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Ode to Worldwide Rovers 
 

Martin Darko salutes the global SWA, and one guy in particular 
 

Those of us who are burdened with 
Twitter accounts have more than likely seen 
the heart-warming account of Iddrisu 
Ismael (pictured right), a football fan living 
in Ghana, who has adopted Tranmere as his 
team. 

His tweets, full of as much passion as 
any fan raised in Birkenhead, tell a story of 
a man who decided upon Tranmere as his 
team because the work done in the 
community and the connection we, as fans, 
have to the club. In fact, it’s a testament to 
this connection that he’s already been sent a 
shirt by the club and there is a funding page 
set up in an attempt to bring him to Prenton 
Park to watch a game. 

I tip my hat to Iddrisu – those who have 
an English team in Ghana, I think it is safe 
to assume the overwhelming majority 

  

 
 
 
 

 @IddrisuIsmael3 
 

support a Premier League team. It's hard 
enough to support Tranmere in Merseyside 
without getting peculiar looks, so one can 
only imagine how multiplied that must be in 
Accra. 

Iddrisu isn't alone, seemingly there are 
randomly placed Tranmere fans all over the 
globe. Looking online, and indeed on these 
 

 pages, you can come across the 
Norwegians, randomly placed American-
based fans, and a hopefully increasing 
Indonesian fan base. 

They all appear to have different 
reasons for their support but one thing that 
cannot be denied is their overwhelming 
passion for our beloved League One club 
(I've still not accepted demotion). 

 

 
 
 

     Martin with precious things in a precious place 

 But while we scoff at international fans 
of other clubs, regardless of their passion, it 
feels heart-warming when we have some of 
our own. We recognise the dedication it 
takes to support a club like ours from 
hundreds of miles away. Being a glory 
hunter is the easy option, Tranmere is not. 
But that glory is so much sweeter when you 
take the hard route, as we've all learnt from 
the last few years. 

If we win the Papa John’s trophy, these 
fans will feel that glory, perhaps for the first 
time. They’ll feel that warm feeling of 
vindication and hopefully it will cement 
their support forever, and maybe we’ll gain 
even more new fans in strange, for us, and 
wonderful lands. 
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More than ‘3 Fans In A Boat’ 
 

Thank you to all the supporters of this 30th anniversary 3 Men In A Boat  
 
Nigel Adderley 
Peter Bailey 
Robert Battams 
Sara Batts-Neale 
Tim Batts-Neale 
Graham Billington 
Alan Blair 
Seb Blair 
Alex Booth 
Oliver Bratley 
Ged Brown 
Pete Brown 
Paul Burrows 
Jason Button 
Tim Callaghan 
Rose Cliff 
Brendan Collar 
Ian Collier 
Stephen Collier 
Helen Cooper 
David Coulthard 
Martin Darko 
Rory Davis 
Nick de Lima 
Mike Deeble 
Jack Donoghue 
Martin Dowler 
Stephen Easterby 
Joanne Eatock 
Alan Edwards 
Lee Evans 
Rob Fiddaman 
James Fisher 
John Fisher 
Eirik Fjeld 
Adam Ford 
Stuart Ford 
Alan Forshaw 
Leon Foster 

Ian Gallagher 
Neil Gouldson 
Brad Gregory 
Roy Greig 
Paul Harper 
Kevin Heller 
Richard Hellon 
Graeme Hickey 
Chris Holmes 
Matty Houghton 
Carol Howe 
Henry Hudson 
Shawn Imeson 
Graham Jones 
Mat Jones 
Matt Jones 
Stephen Jones 
Simon Kearsley 
Ryan Keillar 
David Kilshaw 
Des King 
Paul Lawrence 
Stephen Lindop 
Lee Lloyd 
Matilda Lowe 
Lux et Robur 
Rob Mackay 
Barry McDonnell 
Barbara McGinlay 
Ross McGinnes 
Stephen McMillan 
Alex Miller 
Ed Miller 
Rob Morgan 
Eunice & David Moss 
Gillian Moss 
Julian & Lucy Moss 
Jonathan Mottershead 
Barry Naisbitt 

Matt Nayland 
Richard Neale 
Chris Owen 
Wayne Parker 
Duncan Peat 
Géne Pellier 
Mike Pendergast 
Ian Porter 
Allen Price 
Neil Pritchard 
Ian Prowse 
Chris Redmond 
Ian Reynolds 
Mike Rigg 
Peter Roberts 
Matthew Robinson 
Matthew Roe 
John Rooney 
Les Sands 
Richard Scorer 
Niall Scott 
Ryan Singleton 
South Park FC 
SouthernSWA 
Martyn Stewart 
Dan Stone 
Andrew Sturgeon 
Mark Sumner 
Daniel Taylor 
Nick Thatcher 
Christopher Torpey 
Tranmere Rovers Trust 
TROSC 
Patrick Vaughan 
Andy Walker 
Simon Walthew 
Ray Wells 
Gareth Williams 
Richard Young 

   

UBI FIDES IBI LUX ET ROBUR 
 



 
 

 

 
 


